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This report describes research activities of the R & D Group for Non-Proliferation
Technology related to the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT) verification
regime. The main subjects of this report are (i) an overview of the CTBT verification regime,
(ii) preparation of the National Data Center for radionuclide data, (iii) construction and
operation of the radionuclide monitoring stations at Takasaki and Okinawa and the certified
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1. Introduction

"EachStatePartyundertakesnottocarrvoutanynuclearweapon testexplosionoranyother
nuclearexplosion, andtoprohibitandpreventanysuchnuclearexplosionatanyplace under
its jurisdiction or control." This is the basic obligation stated first in Article I of the
Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-BanIreaty (CTBT). The reaty aims for the establishment of a
global verification regime comprising an International Monitoring System, a consultation and
clarification process, on-site inspections, and confidence building measures. The Protocol to
the Treaty also says, "Each Sate Party undertakes to cooperate in an nternational exchange
of data on radionuclides in the atmosphere to assist in the verification olf compliance with this
aeaty. This cooperation shall include the establishment and operation of a global network of
radionue.idemon.itoringstationsandcertLfiedlaboratories. Thenetworkshallprovidedatain
accordance wth agreed procedures to the International Data Center." The network of the
radionuclide monitoring stations consists of 80 stations around the world, of which two
stations are to be at Okinawa and Takasaki, Gunma. The radionuclide monitoring network of
the stations shall be supported by 16 radionuclide laboratories for analysis of samples from
the stations. One of the laboratories is the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute JAERI),
Tokai, lbaraki, as specified in Annex'I of the CTBT Protocol. JAERI is responsible for these
two stations and the laboratory.

In JAERI, the R & D Group for Non-Proliferation Technology belonging to the Department of
Environmental Sciences conducts researches and developments related to the CTBT
mentioned above. The Group started the works in April 2000 and has engaged in the following
activities:
- Preparation of the National Data Center JAERI NDC) for radionuclide data,
- Analysis of radionuclide data collected from all of the radionuclide monitoring stations in

the world for verification of the Treaty,
- Develpoment of verification technologies,
- Construction and operation of the radionuclide monitoring stations (Takasaki and

Okinawa) and the certified radionuclide laboratory (Tokai) in Japan, and
- Participation in the intercomparison test internationally organized for the certified

laboratories.
Considerable efforts have been devoted to these research works in order to help accomplish
peaceful uses of atomic power.

This report covers the research activities of the Group which were carried out during the
period of its departure to December 2002. At first, the roles of the CTBT organization together
with the Treaty verification regime are explained in this report. Then, actual research
activities of the Group for preparation and development of the JAERI NDC, the radionuclide
stations in Takasaki and Okinawa, and the Tokai radionuclide laboratory are given here in
details. The' scientific application of the CTBT-related technologies to environmental
researches is also depicted in the report.
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2. Overview of CTBT Verification Regime

The CTBT bans all nuclear explosions and also calls for a verification regime, which consists
of an International Monitoring System (IMS) a Consultation and Clarification (C&C) process,
an on-site inspection (OSI), and Confidence Building Measures (CBMs). At entry into force of
this Treaty, the verification regime shall be capable of meeting the verification requirements
of this Treaty. The IMS will be capable of detecting, locating and identifying explosions of at
least one kiloton detonated in any environments. The Preparatory Commission for the CTBT
Organization was established to prepare for the verification regime in order to monitor
compliance with the Treaty.

The CTBT establishes the Comprehensive nuclear-Test-BanTreaty Organization (CTBTO to
ensure implementation of its provision and an extensive verification system. The Treaty was
opened for signature on September 24, 1996 and the Preparatory Commission for the CTBTO
was established to prepare for the verification regime in order to monitor compliance with the
Treaty, which obligates all State Parties not to carry out "any nuclear weapon test explosion
or any other nuclear explosion" in any environment and to refrain from causing, encouraging,
or in any way participating in the carrying out such explosions.

The following section describes an overview of the verification regime of the CTBT and the
technologies to be used for State Parties to monitor compliance with the Treaty. The present
status of the Preparatory Commission for the CTBTO is also addressed.

2.1 Background and History

The CTBT, banning nuclear explosions in any environment, is the culmination of over forty
years of effort. The first nuclear explosive test was conducted on 16 July 1945 by the United
States at Alamogordo, New Mexico. Over fifty nuclear explosions were registered up to 31
December, 1953. Prime Minister Nehru of India first voiced the vision of a treaty banning all
nuclear explosions in 1954, reflecting rising international concern over radioactive fallout and
the scalating arms race. However, within the context of the cold war, skepticism over the
technical capacities then available to verify compliance with a comprehensive nuclear test
ban posed a major obstacle to any agreement. At the time, no adequate technology existed to
detect underground explosions. The Treaty Banning Nuclear Weapon Tests in the
Atmosphere, in Outer Space and under Water (PTBT) was signed in 1963. Neither France nor
China, both nuclear-weapon States, signed this Treaty. The Treaty on the Non-Proliferation
of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) was a major step forward in 1968. Under the NPT,
non-nuclear-weapon States were prohibited from, inter alia, possessing, manufacturing or
acquiring nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices. All Parties were committed to
the goal of nuclear disarmament.

Given the political situation prevailing in subsequent decades, little progress was made in
nuclear disarmament until 1991. Parties to the PTBT held an amendment conference that
year to discuss a proposal to convert the Treaty into an instrument banning all

2 -
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nuclear-weapon tests. With strong support from the United Nations General Assembly,
negotiations for a comprehensive test-ban treaty began in 1993 at the Conference on

Disarmament in Geneva.

Intensive efforts were made over the next three years to draft the Treaty text, culminating in
the adoption of the CTBT on 10 September 1996 by the United Nations General Assembly in

New York. The CTBT, which prohibits nuclear explosions in any environment, was opened for
signature in New York on 24 September, 1996, when it was signed by 71 States, including the
five nuclear-weapon States. The changes of signatory and ratified countries are show in

Fig.2.1.

200
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160 -
140

120 -4-Signatures 89 97 i0i
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Fig.2.1 Overall status of signatures and ratifications.1

2.2 Preparatory Commission for the CTBT Organization (CTBTO)

The CTBT bans all nuclear explosions and also calls for a verification regime. By the time the
Treaty enters into force, the verification regime shall be capable of meeting the verification
requirements of this Treaty. The Preparatory Commission for the CTBTO was established on
19 November, 1996 by a Resolution adopted by the Meeting of States Signatories at the

United Nations in New York to prepare for the verification regime in order to monitor
compliance with the Treaty. The Treaty's entry into force will occur 180 days after the 44

States listed in its Annex 2 have ratified the Treaty. Following the first conference of the
States Parties to the CTBT, the Preparatory Commission will cease to exist and the CTBTO

will be established.

The Preparatory Commission consists of the States Signatories. Upon signing the CTBT a

State becomes a member of the Commission. The Preparatory Commission consists of two

organs: a plenary body composed of all the States Signatories (also known as the Preparatory
Commission), and the Provisional Technical Secretariat (PTS).

- 3 -
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2.3 Overview of the Verification Regime

As a powerful deterrent to any would-be violators, the verification regime consists of the four

main elements: IMS, C&C process, OSI, and CBMs.

2.3.1 International Monitoring System (IMS)

The IMS is a global monitoring network, which consists of 321 certified stations for

seismological, hydroacoustic, infrasound and radionuclide monitoring, and 16 certified

laboratories, located in some 90 countries. The IMS will be capable of detecting, locating and

identifying explosions of at least one kiloton detonated in any environments. Data from

stations are authenticated and sent to the International Data Center QDC) in Vienna, which

supports the verification responsibilities of the States Parties by providing raw data and

objective products and services necessary for effective global monitoring.

2.3.1.1 Monitoring Technologies

(1) Seismic network

The seismological monitoring system detects and locates seismic events. The CTBT seismic

network is composed of 50 primary stations, which send their data in real time to the JDC in

Vienna, and 120 auxiliary stations that make their data available upon request from the IDC.

The principal use of te seismic data in the verification system is to locate seismic events and

to distinguish between an underground nuclear explosion and the numerous earthquakes

that occur around the globe. An example is given in Fig.2.2.

Nuclear explosion

(Magnitude 66)

Earthquake

(Magnitude 63)

o 250 500 750 1000 1250
Time (see)

Fig. 22 Seismograms showing the difference

between a nuclear explosion and an earthquake at - 4000 km distance.

- 4 -
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(2) Radionuclide network
The radionuclide network of 80 stations is installed with air samplers to detect radioactive

particles released from atmospheric explosions and vented from underground or under water

explosions. The relative abundance of different radionuclides in the-se samples can distinguish
between materials produced by a nuclear reactor and those by a nuclear explosion. The

associated radionuclide laboratories are used to analyze samples that are suspected of
containing radionuclide materials produced by a nuclear explosion. A simulated y-ray
spectrum is shown in Fig.2.3. The presence of specific radionuclides provides unambiguous
evidence of a nuclear explosion. Half of the stations in the radionuclide network also have the
capability to detect radioactive noble gases such as 133-Xe. 13sgXe and 135Xe. The presence of

such radioactive noble gases can indicate if an underground explosion has taken place.

Once the system is complete, there should be a high probability of detecting globally a 1 kt
nuclear explosion within 14 days. The combination of particulate and noble gas detection will
provide a very high probability of identifying an event as nuclear explosion.
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Fig. 23 y-ray spectrum of a sample spiked as simulated a nuclear explosion.

(3) Hydroacoustic network
Hydroacoustic monitoring detects acoustic waves produced by natural and man-made
phenomena in the oceans. The CTBT hydroacoustic network comprises eleven stations and
covers the world's oceans, which make up 70% of the surface area of the earth. Few stations
are required because of the very efficient propagation of acoustic energy in the oceans. The
network comprises two different types of stations: "hydrophone" stations and "T-phase"
(seismic) stations. The CTBT's six hydrophone stations use underwater microphones

(hydrophones) that capture signals underwater and then transmit them via cable to the shore
station. Hydrophone stations are extremely sensitive and pick up acoustic waves from
underwater events, including explosions, occurring very far away.

Such stations are expensive to install and costly to maintain, so the network also consists of
five T-phase (seismic) stations. These stations are located on oceanic islands and use

- -
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seismometers to detect the acoustic waves that are converted to seismic waves when they hit
the island. The data from the hydroacoustic stations are used in the verification system Lo

distinguish between underwater explosions and other phenomena, such as sub-sea volcanoes

and earthquakes, which also propagate acoustic energy into the oceans.

(4) Infrasound etwork

The CTBT infrasound network of 60 stations uses microbarographs (acoustic pressure
sensors) to detect very low-frequency sound waves in the atmosphere produced by natural and
man-made events. These stations are arrays of 4-8 sensors, which are located I to 3 km apart.

The IDC also uses the data to locate and to distinguish between atmospheric explosions and
natural phenomena such as meteorites, explosive volcanoes and meteorological events and
man-made phenomena such as reentering space debris, rocket launches and supersonic

aircraft.

2.3.1.2 International Data Center GDC)

The IDC is the facility responsible for data collection, processing and storage as well as
distribution of data and their products under the verification regime. The ultimate function of
the IDQ as an integral part of the Technical Secretariat of the CTBTO, is to provide States
Parties with data and information needed to support their compliance assessments under the
Treaty. All products and services shall be objective and technical in nature. All products
should be without prejudice to final judgment-, with regard to the nature of any event, which
remains the responsibility of States Parties. Fundamental to this function is the provision of
open, equal, timely and convenient access to the data, products, and services outlined in the
Treaty and its Protocol. In carrying out its activities, the IDC will not propose or make
conclusions regarding the compliance of a State Party, or otherwise in any way impinge on
the prerogatives and responsibilities of the States Parties in making their decisions regarding

verification of and compliance with the Treaty.

The IDC has been already providing the IMS data and products to States Signatories on a test

basis.

2.3.2 Consultation and Clarification (C&C)

C&C process is a separate element of the verification regime of the Treaty. A State Party,
whenever possible and without prejudice to its right to request an OSI, has the right to
request clarification of any matter, which may indicate possible non-compliance'with the
Treaty A State Party that receives such request from another State Party has 48 hours to
clarify the event in question. If the information on a suspicious event collected during the
consultation and clarification process does not satisfy the State Party that asked for the
information, an OSI can be requested.

2.3.3 On-Site Inspection (OSI)

States Parties also have the right to request an OSI to clarify whether a nuclear weapon test

6 -
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or any other nuclear explosion has been carried out in violation of the Treaty, and to gather

facts that might assist in identifying any possible violator. In the event that a suspected
nuclear explosion is detected either by one of the stations of the IMS or by national technical

means, any State Party can request an OSI as a final verification measure.

Functional requirements and specifications for OSI equipment are being developed. Table 21
summarizes the status on the development of a list of OSI equipment, indicating the stage of

approval of the initial specifications.

Table 21 Status of list of OSI equipment and initial technical specifications approved by

the Commission for testing and training purpose')

Activities and Techniques Specified Equipment Approved or to be Further
in Part 11 of the Protocol to the Treaty Considered by the Commission

Position finding (para. 69(a))
From the air Analogue altimeter
At the surface Satellite based positioning system

Handheld rangefinding equipment
Pocket transit compass
Analogue altimeter

Visual observation (para. 69(b)) Field glasses/binoculars
Binocular microscope
Magnifying glass

Video and still photography (para. 69(b)) Handheld 35 mm camera
Handheld instant camera
Media for camera
Processor for photographic film
Handheld video camera (analogue)

Video cassette recorder

Multispectral imaging Not yet approved
(including infrared measurements) (para.

69(b))
Measurement of levels of radioactivity - Handheld search and limited gamma

gamma radiation monitoring and energy identification tools
resolution analysis (from the air and at or Vehicle-portable search and limited gamma
under the surface) (para. 690) identification tool

Current list of radionuclides of OSI High resolution gamma spectrometer tool for

interest: field and laboratory use 'blinded' or
Ar-37, Zr-95, N-95, Mo-99, Ru-103, measurement restricted

Cd-115m 1131,1-132, Te-132, Xe-131m, Equipment for xenon sampling, separation and
Xe-133m, Xe-133g, Xe-135, Ba-140, measurement
La-140, Ce-141, Ce-144, Pr-144, Nd-147, Argon-37 equipment for sampling, separation

Tc-99, Rh-106 and measurement - not yet considered
Aerial gamma spectroscopy equipment

7 -
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Table 21 (continued)

Activities and Techniques Specified Equipment Approved or to be Further
in Part 11 of the Protocol to the Treaty Considered by the Commission

Environmental sampling and analysis of To be elaborated
solids, liquids and gases (para. 69(d))

Passive seismological monitoring for Passive seismic equipment
aftershocks (para. 69(e))

Resonance seismometry and active seismic Resonance seismometry equipment - not yet
surveys (para. 69(f)) approved

Active seismometry equipment - not yet
approved

Magnetic and gravitational field mapping, Magnetic field mapping equipment
ground penetrating radar, electrical Gravitational field mapping equipment
conductivity measurements at the surface Ground penetrating radar
and from the air (para. 69(g)) Electrical conductivity measurement

equipment

Drilling (para. 69(h)) Not yet considered

Communication equipment (para. 62) Not yet considered

2.3.4 Confidence-Building Measures (CBMs)

CBMs serve the dual purpose of helping to resolve any compliance concerns arising from
possible misinterpretation of verification data relating to chemical explosions, such as, for
example, large mining explosions, and assisting in the calibration of stations that are part of
the IMS.

2.4. Verification of CTBT

To improve verifiability and ensure a cost-effective network, treaty negotiators took full
account of the potential for synergies between the four IMS technologies. The three waveform
technologies (seismic, hydroacoustic and infrasound) operate synergistically to improve the
detection and location of nuclear explosions. These technologies also operate synergistically
with the radionuclide network. The detection of relevant fission and activation products is the
only way to identify the nature of an event that caused by a nuclear explosion.

The main function of the CTBTO in Vienna is to support States Parties to verify compliance
with the reaty. The Headquarter provides data, products, and service without prejudice to
judgments/assessment/decision with regard to the nature of any event. An OSI will be
conducted by request of any State Party.

8
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3. Activities of CTBILrelated Researches in JAERI

3.1 National Data Center (NDC) for Radionuclide Data

3.1.1 General Description
An NDC is an organization with technical expertise in the verification technologies working
under the guidance of national authorities. The States Parties may have their own NI)Cs, but
this is not a demand of the Treaty. Therefore, the scale and role of their respective NI)Cs vary
from one country to another, depending on policy and needs of each State Party.

In Japan, two NDCs are under development; one is for seismic and infrasound monitoring
data and the other is for radionuclide monitoring data. The Japan Weather Association JWA)
is responsible for establishment of the former NDQ while JAERI is in charge of the latter one
called JAERI NDC and intends that the JAERI NDC shall be able to analyze IMS
radionuclide data with the ability nearly equivalent to the IDC. The JAERI NDC is located at
the Tokai Research Establishment of JAERI.2,3)

The objectives of the JAERI NDC are to detect evidence of nuclear explosion from
radionuclide monitoring data, to inform national authorities on possible events of interest, to
provide national organizations with IMS data and IDUNDC products, and to monitor and to
operate both Takasaki and Okinawa IMS stations remotely. The term "IDUNDC products"
here means that a set of specific products and their subsets which have been derived from
processing IMS data at the IDC or the NDC.

3.1.2 Role of JAERI NDC
As mentioned above, the JAERI NDC is supposed to analyze and evaluate radionuclide
monitoring data from IMS stations all over the world. The JAERI NDC, as well as the JWA
NDC, is also expected to play a central role in the verification regime in Japan. Some
important roles of the JAERI NDC are enumerated as follows:

(1) Receipt and distribution of IMS data and IDC products
Via the IDQ any NDC in States Parties can receive IMS monitoring data obtained through
the IMS network and IDC products which are the results of data analysis by the DC. These
data and products received are stored in an NDC database. The JAERI NDC distributes the
IMS data and the IDC products to research organizations authorized by the NDC when the
NDC has received a request-to-send from them.

(2) Data analysis and evaluation
A y-ray spectrum analysis in the JAERI NDC's own way is carried out based on IMS
monitoring data and IDC products received from the IDC in order to confirm that no

ious event is found in the data. When an abnormal event in which anthropogenic
radionulides are identified is detected, estimation of source location of radionuclides release
will be executed using an atmospheric dispersion backtracking program. The results of the
analysis and evaluation are stored in the NDC database as the NDC products.

9
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(3) Operation and maintenance of the radionuclide IMS stations in Japan
According to the Protocol, the operation and maintenance of IMS stations must be carried out
under the responsibility of a State Party or other hosting State which established these

stations. Usually these tasks are supposed to be performed by a Station Operator (SO), not by
NDC. The JAERI NDC, however, will operate and maintain both Takasaki and Okinawa IMS
stations doubling as SO's role.

(4) Technical evaluation on ability of the international verification regime
From a technical viewpoint, the JAERI NDC will assess influence of the arrangement of the
IMS network on the verification ability of the international verification regime, data quality
of each IMS station, and reliability of IDC products. The JAERI NDC encourages relevant
organizations to reflect the knowledge obtained from the results of the evaluation in
improvement of verification ability.

(5) Joint program with other States Parties
Knowledge and experience obtained from research and development relevant to CTBT
verification technology contribute to improve verification ability of each State Party under
joint programs between the JAERI NDC and other NDCs, and between the JAERI NDC and

the IDC. Holding of the training course for NDCs of other States Parties or for the IMS
operators will give us a good chance to exchange iormation on advanced verification

technology.

(6) Contribution to technology, disaster monitoring, and so on
Since we can get IMS data that have high reliability and quality every day on a global scale,

the data will also be of great use in various areas other than CTBT purposes. IMS data are
considered to be available to application on global environmental science, disaster monitoring,
and so on. In cooperation with research organizations/universities related to the JAERI NDC,
effective utilization of the data will be promoted and development of necessary technology for
the data utilization will be advanced.

3.1.3 Status of Development of NDC System
3.1.3.1 Development Schedule
Table 31 shows a development schedule of the NDC system. The development was started in

Table 31 Development schedule of the JAERI NDC system.

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

System hardware

NDC database

Automatic analysis
system for y-ray
spectrum data

Atmospheric dispersion
backtracking software

10 
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2000 and is being carried out as a five-year plan. The NDC system with basic functions for the
CTBT verification will be established within this period. The operation of the NDC system
under test is scheduled to start in the latter half of fiscal 2004. We mainly concentrate on the
present status of development of the NDC system in the following sections.

3.1.3.2 Hardware

(1) System configuration
The main part of the hardware system of the JAERI NDC was established in 2000. The
hardware system configuration of the JAERI NDC is shown in Fig. 31. In the figure, the

component objects drawn with a dotted line have not been installed in the system yet.

- U' I DC......................... .................. r - - - - - -...................
imposed

Data
Search
..............

�Vb-baqed
Int e Date

Search

L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---

Fig. 31 System configuration of the JAERI NDC.

The system consists of an NC server, a mail server and a Web server. The NDC server,
PRIMEPOWER800 (PP800) manufactured by the Fujitsu Ltd, lies at the core of the hardware
system. Te PP800 has a feature of software compatibility with the JDC servers at the

operating system (OS) level, so that it is easy to transport a program from the IDC server to
the JAERI NDC. The PP800 provides superior transaction performance by parallel

instruction processing and has high reliability and availability. The main purpose of this

server is to operate and maintain the NDC database and to execute some application
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programs for the analysis of IMS radionuclide data.

The specification of the server is summarized in Table 32. It is equipped with 12 processors,

4-gigabyte main memories and a disk array unit with 429-gigabyte capacities. In addition, an
uninterruptible power supply (UPS) unit, a system console and a Digital Linear Tape (DLT)
tape library device for data backup are connected to the PP800. The OS of PP800 is Solaris

version 7 a UNIX-based OS developed by the Sun Microsystems Incorporated. As a database

management system (DBMS) for the NDC database, the Oracle 9i is used as identical as the
DBMS for the IDC database.

Table 32 Specification of the JAERI NDC server (PRIMEPOVVER800)

Dimension (mm) W766 x 01161 x 01800

Weight (kg) 660

Processor SPARC64GP 45OMHz X 12CPU

Gache Memory 8MB/CPU

Main Memory 4GB

Disk Array Unit 429GB (35.7GB X 12)

I/O Interface Serial RS232C/423 X 2
PCi 64bit Data Bus, 33MHz, 18 slots
Key Board[Mouse
Ethernet, Fast, Etbernet, FVY'D SCSI Controller,
Fiber Channel ontroller, Gigabit Ethernet

System Console 17-inch Color CRT, DD, CD-ROM, DAT Drive(DDS3)

Operating System (OS) Soiaris 7 (Japanese Version)

Software Development Fortran Professional Package
Environment C++ Development Package

Parallel/Distributed Processing Package
Motif 1. 2.8
UPS Management Tool, Data Backup Tool

Database Management Oracle 9i Enterprise Edition for Sun SPARC Solaris

Sys em (DBMS) I I

The mail server is used for reception of IMS radionuclide data and IDC products which are

transmitted as E-mail messages by the IDC system. The Web server provides Web-based
applications for retrieval of data of interest to users from the NDC database. One can easily
get necessary information from the database through access to this server with a Web browser.
A security server will be installed by the time when the NDC system enters the stage of full
operation. This server will serve the NDC system with functions as a firewall and for
protection against computer viruses.

(2) Flow of data handled by NDC system

The data flow between the JAERI NDC and other organizations is explained according to Fig.
3.1. The IDC system provides an E-mail-based tool to respond to E-mail requests from users

- 12 -
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in States Parties for IMS data and IDC products. The IMS data and the IDC products that

correspond to the requests are automatically transmitted to the mail server via the Internet
as an E-mail message by the IDC system. The transmitted E-mail is stored in the mail server

in a sequential order. The NDC server checks a mailbox in the mail server periodically. When
new E-mail messages are found in the mailbox, the NDC server downloads these E-mails and
processes them to extract necessary information, and finally stores the information in the

database.

When one sends a request of data search to the Web server with a Web browser, the server

extracts the information consistent with the retrieval request from the NDC database and
sends the retrieved information to the browser. From the aspect of network security, any
access to the Web server is restricted until the security server is installed i the NDC system.

3.1.3.3 Software
(1) NDC database
1) Purpose of NDC database
The JAERI NDC plays very important roles in technological evaluation for the CTBT
international verification system ad in contributions to other applications such as scientific
technology and disaster monitoring. For playing these roles, the JAERI NDC needs to manage
various types of data such as IMS radionuclide data and their analysis reports. We have
developed an NDC database with high reliability and availability as part of infrastructure

building of the NDC system.

2) Outline of NDC database
(A) Data flow to NDC database
All the data obtained at each IMS radionuclide station are sent to the IDC and stored in the
IDC database. IDC products are then produced by the IDC on the basis of the results of IMS

radionuclide data analysis and stored in the database. These IMS data and IDC products can
be received from the IDC as E -mail messages trough the system called AutoDRM (Automatic
Data Request Manager). An E-mail message received is automatically stored in the mail
server. The NDC database checks a mailbox in the server regularly. When a new mail
message is found i the mailbox, it will be parsed ito the appropriate database tables.

(B) AutoDRM
AutoDRM provides two ways of data transmission: "Subscription" and "Request." When
AutoDRM once receives a "Subscription" command from an NDC, IMS data and/or IDC

products matching requests of the command are automatically transmitted to the NDC on a
regular basis. A Request' 'command provides the users with data acquisition on demand. The
data which have not been received for some reason can be obtained using a Request"

command.

(C) Configuration of NDC database
The JAERI NDC decided to use the Oracle relational database management system in
consideration of reliability, affinity with the NDC server, and compatibility with the IDC
database. The current application software of the database requires the Oracle version 9i. The

- 13 -
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structure of the NDC database is based on that of the IDC database, but not the same. The
NDC database has more than 50 tables necessary to support daily operations. Since the

present database is a prototype, we need to tune some database parameters to get better

performance out of it.

3) Management data of NDC database
(A) Category of management data

The data managed by the NDC database are divided into three categories.

a) IMS data
These data are produced at each IMS radionuclide station. They consist of the data related
to y-ray spectrum and state-of-health (SOH) of an IMS station. Pulse Height Data (PHD)

contain the spectrum data measured with a detector system in an IMS station, the data for
calibration and some additional information.

b) IDC products
These are analysis reports of IMS data and documents processed by the DC. They consist
of Automated Radionuclide eports (ARRO, Reviewed Radionuclide Reports (RRRs) and

Standard Screened Radionuclide Event Bulletins (SSREBs). These terms are explained in
the following section.

c) NDC products
These are analysis reports and documents generated by the NDC. They are reports of
spectrum data analysis, backtracking analysis and atmospheric dispersion analysis

results.

(B) Received data from the IDC
Table 33 shows a list of data which can be received from the IDC by using AutoDRM. These
are divided into nine data types and categorized into three data formats: "Pulse Height Data",
"Data Products" and "State of Health Data." "Pulse Height Data" is a format for -ray

spectrum data. "Data Products" is for analysis reports produced by the IDC. "State of Health
Data" is for SOH of an IMS station.

a) ARR
An ARR contains results of an automated analysis for y-ray spectrum data by the IDC.

b) BLANKPHD
This data contains the PHD of an unexposed air filter as blank sample.

c) CALIBPHD
This data contains the PHD of a certified standard source for calibration.

d) DETBKPHD
This data contains the PHD from a detector background count.
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e) QCPHD
This data contains the PHD of a 15-minute sample acquisition for quality control. Information
in the QCPHD is used to check a detector's SOH.

0 RMSSOH
An RMSSOH contains the information relevant to SOH of an IMS radionuclide station.

g) RRR
An RRR is a revised version of an A-RR and is produced when a manual review of a
radionuclide sample has been completed by analysts.

h) SPHDF/SPHDP
A Sample Pulse Height Data-Full (SPHDF) contains the PHD of a sample obtained in a
complete collection interval. A Sample Pulse Height Data-Preliminary (SPHDP) contains the
PHD of a sample acquired in less than a complete collection interval.

i) SSREB
An SSREB (Standard Screened Radionuclide Event Bulletin) is produced by the IDC only

when one or more relevant nuclides above normal concentration are detected at a
radionuclide station. It contains the RRRs of all contributing events, information identifying
the relevant nuclide and estimates of the field of regard.

Table 33 Received data from the IDC

No Data Type Data Format Producer

1 ARR Data Products IDC

2 BLANKPHD Pulse Height Data Station

3 CALIBPHD Pulse Height Data Station

4 DETBKPHD Pulse Height Data Station

5 QCPHD Pulse Height Data Station

6 RMSSOH State of Health Data Station

7 RRR Data Products IDC
8 SPHDF/SPHDP Pulse Height Data Station

9 SSREB Data Products IDC

(C) Data size and frequency of data production
Data size and frequency of data production for each data type are shown in Table 34. The
frequency means number of data production in a day at a station. A BLANKPHD a
CALIBPHD and a DETBKPHD are made at odd intervals. Since an RMSSOH is transmitted

every two hours, the frequency is 12. An SSREB is produced only in the above-mentioned

case.

- 1 -
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Table 34 Data size and frequency of data production

No Data Type Data size (KB) Frequency per day

1 ARR 9-14 1

2 BLANKPHD 105-110

3 CALIBPHD 105-110

4 DETBKPHD 105-110

5 QCPHD 105-110 1

6 RMSSOH 4-40 12

7 RRR 10-20 1

8 SPHDF 105-110 1

9 SSREB 3

The asterisk M character denotes that the data are generated on a non-regular basis.

4) Key functions of NDC database

(A) Data search
This function provides users with a method of accessing to the data stored in the NDC
database. The operation of data search is carried out by using a Web browser. A user
authentication function will have to be implemented for security purpose in the future. When

it is realized, the authenticated users can access the NDC database through the Internet.

The NDC database supplies two ways as a means of data search: 'Search of latest data" and
"Detailed search". "Search of latest data" can search and display the latest data of every
station corresponding to a selected category of data. In "Detailed search", search conditions

such as a station code and a period of time as well as a category of data can be chosen as index
reference keys. It displays the data extracted from the database on the basis of the criteria.

(B) Data visualization (graph plotting)
The graph plotting function is for visually displaying the data managed in the database. This
function provides a Web-based operation and works in conjunction with the data search
function. This function allows the user to plot two types of graphs as follows.

a) Plotting of y-ray spectrum (Fig. 32)
This function lets the user plot y-ray spectrum. The data for plotting are selected as a result of
"Detailed search" of the data search function for SPHDFs. Up to five spectra can be plotted on

the same graph at a time, and it is possible to enlarge a portion of the graph at any energy
range. When a mouse pointer is moved on a peak of the spectrum graph, a pop-up window will

appear near the peak. If a radionuclide has been assigned to the peak as a result of y-ray
spectrometry, the name and the y energy of the nuclide will be displayed in the window.

b) Plotting of radionuclide concentration (Fig. 33)
This function lets the user plot time series of nuclide concentration reported in an ARR or an
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RRR. The data for plotting are selected as a result of "Detailed search" of the data search

function. Up to five sets of nuclide concentration can be plotted on the same graph at a time,
and it is possible to enlarge a portion of the graph at any time range.

Spectrum Graph

Mc-

H

Nan

I'll IN
Enerzy(W)

C

Fig. 32 Example of spectrum graph plotting.

Concentration Graph

2

d.t.

Fig. 33 Example of concentration graph plotting.
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(C) Data distribution

By this function, the data and the products stored in the NDC database will be distributed to

the domestic research organizations and/or the domestic universities authorized by the NDC.
The function cannot be implemented yet, since the government policy on how to distribute
data from te NDC as not been decided.

5) Operational status of NDC database
The present NDC database is a prototype system and the development as been carried out in
three phases. In the first phase 10/2001-3/2002), the basic design and scheme of the

database were studied and the frame of the database w built by using the Oracle.
Furthermore, the fundamental functions such as data storage and retrieval were developed,
and then the IMS data and the IDC products received from the IDC were stored in the
database. The database was tested during the period between the first and second phases. In
the second phase 62002 - 11/2002), additional but useful functions such as the graph
plotting mentioned above were implemented and some of the fundamental functions were
upgraded for improved usability. In the third phase 12/2002-3/2003), functions for the

database administrator to maintain the database and a function to manage NDC products
will be developed.

Fifteen IMS stations are presently active to provide radionuclide data, and approximately 420
data sets per month are being received from the IDC database, where a data set is defined as
a set of one PHD, and an ARR and an RRR associated with te PHD. The NDC database as
stored IMS data and IDC products since July 31, 2001 and total umber of the data sets is
about 4400 as of the end of 2002.

The number of data stored in the database is increasing day by day. Before the database
system goes into full-scale operation, it i necessary to establish the procedure of data storage

and backup in order to use limited disk space effectively and the procedure for data backup
and recovery against an unexpected database failure.

(2) Automatic analysis system
1) System overview
The IDC products, which are reports of analysis results for TMS data, are available to States
Parties. Some NDCs might use only IDC products to make final judgments with regard to the

nature of any event. In such case, they are not able to confirm it technically by themselves.
Whereas the JAERI NDC itends to analyze IMS radionuclide data by using some JAERI

original codes. The results of this analysis will provide the Japanese Government with

information necessary to make their own 'udgment.

Since there are a lot of the y-ray spectrum data which must be analyzed a day at the JAERI

NDC, an analysis system of the NDC is expected to have an automatic analysis feature as one
of required conditions in order to enhance efficiency of NDC's daily routine. The concept of the

automatic analysis system is shown in Fig. 34.
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Fig. 34 Automatic analysis system for y-ray spectrum data.

BOB, an analysis code for y-ray spectrum data, was developed by JAERI in 19734) and it is
supposed to be used as the core of the analysis system. The program, however, becomes
considerably obsolete now. Since it was found from results of a performance test that BOB did
not have enough functions for the CTBT purpose and its analytic performance was not
necessarily good, the development of a new version of BOB, called EBOB (Extended BOB),
was initiated in the latter half of fiscal year 2001. One of the development goals of EBOB is to
implement a function of automatic and high precision radionuclide identification which
makes use of radionuclide data libraries for CTBT purpose and the knowledge of analytical
experts.

2) System design
EBOB and Genie-2000, which is a commercial program by Canberra Industries, are supposed
to be used as a computer code for y-ray spectrometry in the NDC system. Genie-2000 is for
comparison with the analysis results of EBOB and is customized for use in the JAERI NDC.
Both codes can provide capabilities to analyze, visualize and explore radionuclide spectra and

analysis results. They will be used as a tool both for the automatic analysis on routine basis
and for the analyst review in an interactive operating environment with graphical user
interface (GUI).

As soon as IMS radionuclide data sent from the DC database are stored in the NDC database,

EBOB (or Genie-2000) automatically starts to analyze the data. This automated analysis is
performed using algorithms which find peaks, quantify their areas, identify nuclides present
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in the spectrum data and calculate their activities. The results of automatic anaiys,,is are

stored in the NDC database as an automatic analysis report.

This automatic analysis, however, i a preliminary one. The system needs to provide several
means for further analysis d evaluation of he data in order to enbance the reliability of
analysis results. A detailed analysis is carried out as interactive rview by experienced

analysts to check accuracy of data and to check and correct the automatic esull-s, The results

of the interactive review are also stored in the NDC database a a detalieii anaiys-is report.

In e detailed nalysis, analysts will also categorize further each �-ray spear"m dara based
on the identified radionuclides. An event resulted from the data will be sereened according to
the data categorization. Event screening technique for CTBT verification is very iportant to

judge whether the event is originated from a nuclear explosion or not. The AERI DC's own
criteria for categorization of y-ray spectrum data will be needed for independent event
screening. Table 35 summarizes the current ategorization of IMS radionuclide data in the

IDC used for reference.

Table 35 Categorization of IMS radionuclide data in the IDC

Level Description

1 Sample contains only natural or non-relevant anthropogenic
radionuclides at normal concentrations

2 Sample contains natural or non-relevant anthropogenic:
radionuclides, but with one or more at abnormal at concentrations; or
it contains a non-relevant anthropogenic nuclide which dose not have
a pre-established categorization filter to determine whether or not
concentration is normal

3 Sample contains one or more relevant anthropogenic radionuclides,
which are often observed at the station, and are at concentrations
which are within the normal range for the station

4 Sample contains one relevant anthropogenic radionuclide, either not

normally observed at the station, or above the normal concentrations
range for the station

5 Sample contains more than one relevant anthropogenic radionuclide

at anomalous concentrations

When it is decided that the data is a normal event in consequence of the event screening, the
analysis will be completed and a final report will be made. When an abnormal event like a

nuclear accident or explosion is detected, a further analysis which estimates the location of
the event will be performed using an atmospheric dispersion backtracking code, Worldwide

Version of System for Prediction of Environmental Emergency Dose Information
(WSPEEDI)5) for CTBT. This program is explained in the next section. In the latter case, a

final report includes the results of the backtracking analysis. Figure 35 shows a flow diagram
of analysis of IMS radionuclide data as daily routine.
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Fig. 35 Flow diagram of analysis of IMS radionuclide data.

3) Development status
In the latter half of fiscal year 2001 a radionuclide data library for EBOB was prepared based
on the data relevant to the nuclear data from "Table of lsotopes."6) In fiscal year 2002, the
peak search algorithm of BOB was improved for enhancement of small peak detection ability
and the upgraded code was implemented into EBOB. Furthermore, EBOB also had a function
to calculate some statistical limit values including minimum detectable activity (MDA). As for
Genie-2000 a conversion of the EBOB code was conducted to automatically analyze IMS
radionuclide data in collaboration with the NDC database.

(3) Development of an atmospheric dispersion backtracking code
1) Outline of the software
The JAERI NDC has been developing an atmospheric dispersion backtracking program by
modifying WSPEEDI, which is based on a nuclear emergency response system SPEEDI
developed by JAERL The program under development is called CTBT-WSPEEDI, the CTBT
version of WSPEEDI. The purpose of CTBT-WSPEEDI is to estimate a source location of
radionuclide release when an event suspected of a nuclear explosion/accident is detected by
the IMS network which consists of 80 radionuclide stations spread all over the world.
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2) About WSPEEDI
WSPEEDI was developed for dose assessment in a nuclear emergency The purpose of

WSPEEDI is to predict radiological impacts on Japan due to any nuclear accident occurred in
foreign countries. WSPEEDI has a function to quickly perform prediction calculations of a
distribution of the concentration in the air, and dose distribution for the radionuclides
released into the atmosphere fro- arbitrary points across the world.

WSPEEDI consists of a three-dime-n-sional wind field model for regional scale, WSYNOP, and
a three-dimensional atmospheric dispersion model for regional scale, GEARN. WSYNOP is a

diagnostic model and calculates three-dimensioDal synoptic wind fields from the input of
meteorological data. GrEARN isa particle random-walk model to calculate three-dimensional
synoptic air coincentratioins, deposition and doses to the public using the input of the
three-dimensiona wnd fie)(I data provided by WSYNOR These models are integrated into a

software system together with a system control program, a world geographic database, a
meteorological data rocessor and some graphic programs.

The performance of WSPEWDI was evaluated using the Chernobyl case with reliable source
terms, well-established meteorological data and a comprehensive monitoring database.

Furthermore, the response of the system was examined by near real-time simulations of the
European racer Experlypent. (ETFX).7,8)

3) Development of a post rocessor
For the simulation of the TBTG ad hoc expert group meeting held in 2001 by the PTS,
GEARN of WSPEEDI was modified in order to execute a backward calculation and built into
CTBT-WSPEEDI as bGEARN (backward GEARN). The simulation results obtained through
the ad hoc meeting showed the prospect that we can nearly equate the performance of
CTBT-WSPEEDI with the ones of other simulation codes.9) Therefore, we are currently
focusing on the development of some utility tools of CTBT-WSPEEDI such as a post processor.
Post-processing to calculate a Field of Regards (FOR), which was used in the simulation for
the ad hoc expert group meeting, was performed by using a provisional program with limited

functions. This provisional post processor had a function to convert the levels of radioactivity
concentration calculated with bGEARN into criteria for the FOR, which is a value that has
been obtained by normalizing the concentration of each map-projected grid point by the
strength (or amount) of radionuclide release. The post processor computes the FOR from
these calculated criteria. However, since the provisional post processor can work only on
restricted calculating conditions and the technique of judging the FOR is not yet well
established, a more practical and sophisticated post processor must be developed to meet the
role of the NDC.

Functions of the post processor greatly depend on the key functions which CTBT-WSPEEDI
should have as an NDC system. At present, the following two items can be considered as the
key functions of CTBT-WSPEEDI in the JAERI NDC.

(A) Calculation of the FOR
Calculation of the FOR is one of the functions required for the CTBT verification, and is the
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most important purpose in developing a backtracking code. The following three cases are

considered as initial conditions for calculation of the FOR. The post processor has been
developed so as to meet all these cases.

a) when a relevant anthropogenic radionuclide is observed only at a certain station and

there is absolutely no information about observation at other stations,

b) when a relevant anthropogenic radionuclide is observed only at a certain station and

nothing is observed at other stations, and
c) when a relevant anthropogenic radionuclide is observed at two or more stations.

The item a) can be supported by the present post processor. As for the te ms b) ad c), the post
processor cannot handle them yet. Terefore, we have developed new functions both to
deter-mine the FOR from the riteria of the FOR and to quantitatively compute the release
probability of the area presumed as the FOR,

(B) Evaluation of MS radionuclide station network
The purpose of tis function is to evaluate, the IMS radionuclide station network globally or in
a specified area, A art of the function is already spported by that of the -present post

processor as mentioned above in the item a). In 2001, te simulation for the ad hoc expert
group meeting was conducted to examine the performance of the IMS radionuclide station
network by using CTBT-WSPEEDI. Figure 36 shows an example of output results, to which

all the FRs analysed by the backward simulation during the specified period (two weeks) for
each of 80 stations are combined. A target nuclide of this simulation is 13OXe for gas stations
and 14013a. for particle stations respectively. This analysis was performed from the viewpoint of
how much the detectable area of te IMS network can cover the earth's surfaces.

Figure 37 shows the combined FOR coverage of the earth's surfaces trough the IMS network.

As is evident from this result, the area of 90% or more can be detected at every one of all the
radionuclide stations wthin one week in the particle station network (targetnuclide: 14013a)
and within 10 days i the gas station network (target nuclide' 1,3OXe), Therefore, the
radionuclide detection ability of the IMS network amost reaches to the required performance
level,

4) Present state of development

In 2001, porting of a WSPEEDI system to the NDC server was carried out, Furthermore, a

part of the functions of CTBT-WSPEEDI mentioned above was provisionally developed in the
work of the ad hoc expert group meeting. The JAERI NDC will complete the development of a
test version of CTBT-WSPEEDI by March in 2004.

Currently, the post processor, which is an advanced version of the provisional post processor,

is under development both to determine the FOR from the criteria for the FOR and to
quantitatively calculate the release probability of the area presumed as the FOR.

Table 36 summarizes the status of development of the CTBT-WSPEEDI system. As shown in

Table 36, some programs of the CTBT-WSPEEDI system need further research and
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development. Even when the development of the post processors, such as the FOR
determination program and a release probability presumption program of the FOR, is
completed, it does not necessarily mean that the development of CTBT-WSPEEDI is

completed. There are still some problems to be corrected and improved in several programs

other than the post processors. It is also necessary to make improvements and raise the

precision of the simulation model by means of introducing the latest knowledge regarding
atmospheric dispersion, and in that process, we will have to consider development of a new
dispersion model if necessary.

Xe-1,33 FOR-14d 2000/Aug/31 00-24 UTC
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Fig. 36 Comparison of the combined global 14-day FOR maps predicted with WSPEEDI for
133X ad 14013a in August 2000. The color coding of the maps is not quantitatively fixed, but

qualitatively indicates the possibility of detection; blank indicates no detection and blue to red
indicates low to high possibility.
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Fig. 37 Combined FOR coverage as a function of days to go back. Thin lines are drawn for

each of the sampling days and the thick line with marks is their average.

Table 36 The status of development of the CTBT-WSPEEDI system

Program Status Description

Map utility Completed It defines a calculation domain for the

simulation.

Meteorological data (GPV) Completed It changes the GPV data into the data

conversion for CTBT-WSPEEDI.

Drawing utility An advanced version It draws a graphical chart for the

is under development simulation result.

Atmospheric dispersion An advancpd version It calculates abnospheric dispersion

forward simulation is under development in the forward mode.

Atmospheric dispersion Completed It calculates abnospheric dispersion

backward simulation in the backward mode.

FOR determination (Post Under development It determines the FOR from the

processor) I I criteria for the FOR.

Release probability Under development It computes the release probability of

calculation (Post processor) the area presumed as the FOR.
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3.1.4 Future Issues of JAERI NDC

Future issues of the JAERI NDC are divided ito two categories, issues related to the
Government policy and on the JAERI NDC's own.

(1) Future issues related to the Government policy

The framework for CTBT verification in Japan is under consideration. No conclusion with

regard to integration of both analysis results of the JAERI NDC and of the JWA NDC has
been reached yet. However, it is difficult for Japan to show reliable and independent
verification results to other States Signatories if there is no technology to make an integrated

judgment from both of the evaluation results. From now on, it is necessary that the JAERI
NDC researches jointly with the JWA NDC for development of an integrated evaluation

technology.

A government policy on how the distribution of data from the NDC is performed has not been
decided. Therefore, IMS monitoring data and IDC products are only stored in the NDC
database at present, and a function of data distribution to domestic research organizations
and universities is not implemented yet in the JAERI NDC system. It is hoped that the
government policy on this problem will be decided immediately because the data distribution
cannot be carried out at the discretion of the JAERI NDC.

(2) Future issues on the JAERI NDC's own
It is very important to advance the identification technology of radionuclides from the y-ray
spectrum data for the purpose of the CTBT observance verification. Furthermore, it also
carries great weight that the data categorization for event screening is performed using the
radionuclides identified with y-ray spectrometry because this kind of information is one of the
key criteria for making a decision of notification to thenational authority.

It is necessary that the JAERI NDC's own criteria for the data categorization will be made
based on the IDC's ones. The NDC system is a prototype model at the present stage and it is
used in an operational mode to permit only access from the inside of the NDC network.
Therefore, there has been no need to take system security into consideration so much. The
network security of the NDC network and each server, however, wl have to be considered
carefully and to be established security measures since the servers will be accessed many

times a day from the outside of the NDC network when the NDC system reaches a stage of
practical operation.
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3.2 IMS Radionuclide Stations

The 80 radionuclide stations in the world were chosen for the radionuchde-monitoring
network. Particles in the atmosphere are collected on a filter at each station to measure
radioactivity by a HP-Germanium detector. Stations will be certified as one of the IMS
stations by the CTBTO with satisfaction of technical and operational requirements. Further,
40 out of these 80 stations will be equipped with an automatic radioactive noble gas
sampler/analyzer. The value of the noble gas network would lie in the detection of xenon
isotopes released from nuclear explosions carried out as an evasive test in the atmosphere
which causes rainout of particulates, or as underwater or underground tests which induce a
partial release of gases. The locations of those noble gas stations have been determined in
view of detection capability and network performance.

Two radionuclide stations in Japan are listed in the reaty and the JAERI-Tokai is
establishing infrastructure to host radionuclide air monitoring equipment for these stations:
one in Takasaki, Gunma and the other in Kuniganii, Okinawa. The Takasaki radionuclide
station RN38 is nominated for one of the noble gas stations and will be equipped with noble
gas monitoring equipment in near future.

3.2.1 Requirements for the Radionuclide Station
The IMS stations specifications are based on the Treaty Text and the reports by the Expert
Groups of the Ad Hoc Committee in 1995.10)

For the radionuclide stations, technical requirements are determined for particulate and
noble gas monitoring.") Table 37 shows the technical requirements for particulate stations
and Table 38 the ones for noble gas stations.

The locations of the IMS stations are listed in the Treaty. However, the final locations of the
stations are determined based on the results of the site survey for each station. In the case of
the radionuclide stations, the site location needs to be optimized taking into account
radiological, meteorological and operational conditions and infrastructure as well as
sociological and political considerations. From a radiological perspective, one has to take into
account both natural sources ad manniade sources, both of which could provide high
background. From a meteorological perspective, the fundamental requirement is that
samplers must not be placed in the locations that are decoupled from upper airflow for more
than 24 hours (e.g. deep valleys on leeward mountainsides). This decoupling should not
exceed 10% in one week. Therefore, attention was drawn to the characteristics of local terrain.
Ideally, a site should be located on the flat terrain away from large land obstructions, such as
buildings and/or trees.
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Table 37 Specifications for Particulate monitoring stations

Characteristics Minimum requirements

System Manual or automated

Air flow 500 m3/h

Collection time 24 h

Decay time 2 < 24 h

Measurement time 3 > 20 h

Time before reporting < 3 days

Reporting frequency Daily

Filter Adequate composition for compaction, dissolution and
analysis

Particulate collection efficiency For filter: - 80 % at = 2 u n
Global 4: 2!: 60 % at = III

Measurement mode HP Ge High resolution spectrometry

HP Ge relative efficiency > 40 %

HP Ge resolution < 25 keV at 1332keV
Base line sensitivity 56 10 to 30 �fflq /m3 for 14013a

Calibration range 88 to 1836 keV

Data format for spectra and RMS (Radionuclide Monitoring System) format 7
auxiliary data

State of health Status data transmitted to IDC

Communication Two-way

Auxiliary data Meteorological data
Flow rate measurement every 10 minutes

Data availability - 95 

Down time < 7 consecutive days
< 15 days annually

I Time specifications allow for an uncertainty of 10 %, except for the reporting time parameter.

2 This value can be reduced, down to a minimum of 6 hours, if a suspicious event is detected
by other stations or techniques.

3 This value allows for authentication measurements for manual systems.

4 This global value includes the 80 % filter efficiency and the collection efficiency of the
incoming air circuitry.

5 The upper limit is intended for high background areas.

6 Certification procedures to be defined for baseline sensitivities (a posteriori MDCs) as well
as the efficiency. Sample preparation losses should not affect base line sensitivities.

7 This format should make provision for auxiliary data, authentication data and state of

health data.
8 Provision should be made for spare parts in particular areas where periodicity of

transportation facilities is more than 7 days.
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Table 38 Specifications for noble gas monitoring stations

Characteristics Minimum requirements

Air flow 0.4 m /h
Total volume of sample 10 M3

Collection time 24 h

Measurement time 24 h

Time before reporting < 48 h

Reporting frequency Daily
Isotopes measured 131mXe, 133Xe, 133mXe, 135Xe

P-7 coincidence
Measurement mode or

high resolution 7 spectrometry

Minimum Detectable 1 mBq/m3 for 133Xe
Concentration 2

State of health Status data transmitted to IDC

Communication Two-way
Data availability 3 95 %

Down time 3 7 consecutive days
15 days annually

1 Calibrations need to be defined.
2 MDCs for the other isotopes are not defined here since they critically depend on the

detection system used.
3 This is a goal to be reached.

3.2.2 Performance of the Radionuclide Monitoring Stations
Each radionuclide station is requested to satisfy the minimum detectable concentration
(MDO. The requested MDC for the particulate monitoring is from 10 to 30 �fflq/M3 for 14OBa
(537keV). The MDC is defined by PTS as lloWS,12)

LD�MC (Bq m-' = - I (I)
T V. K - K�, - K,

where

LD: Lower limit of detection at the 95% confidence level, LD = 271+ 4.65;,UB

;uB Standard deviation of the background at the energy of interest,

ROJ

PB = Icounts, (ROI is defined as ±1.25 FWHM (±3a) on either side of the hypothetical
I

peak centroid),
T Acquisition live time (s),
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e Attenuation corrected efficiency (counts per gamma) at the energy of interest,
,Y� Branching ratio of gamma energy (gamma per decay) of the isotope 

Vo: Sample air volume (m3) at STP,
,�� Air sampling system global collection efficiency (1/0 for the isotopez',

K;� Decay correction during sampling time, Ks = I - CA, ts
Al ts

KW Decay correction between end of sampling and acquisition start (decay time),

Kw = e" tw

Kd Decay correction during acquisition time, Kc e-Af tc

Ai tc

A� Decay constant for the isotope i (s-1),
t6 Clock real time between start and end of acquisition (s),
tW Clock real time between end of sampling and begin of spectral acquisition (s),
N Clock real time between start and end of sampling W.

In the case of the air monitoring at the nuclear plants, MDC is about 100 �tBq/m3 for 4013a for
the samples of one month air collection and over 10 hours measurement. The certified CTBT
monitoring station has very low MDC due to the large flow rate (>5OOm3/h),13)

3.2.3 Monitoring Equipments
About 20% of the particulate monitoring stations are equipped with an automatic

sampler/analyzer for several reasons. The rest of the stations are manual. At the manual
stations, filter samples on which aerosol particles are collected are manually analyzed by
high-resolutiony-ray spectrometry and then spectral data are manually sent to IDC. On the
other hand, at the automatic stations these steps are automatically carried out. The following
descriptions are for the Radionuclide Aerosol Sampler/Analyzer (RASA) that will be equipped
in both Takasaki and Okinawa radionuclide monitoring stations.

3.2.3.1 Radionuclide Aerosol Sampler/Analyzer (RASA)
RASA is an automatic, high-volume system for sampling and analyzing the atmosphere for
radioactive debris indicative of nuclear weapons testing. The RASA fills the CTBT

requirements for near-real-time ultra-sensitive field measurement of short-lived fission
products, which permits detection at great distances away from a site of nuclear detonation.
The analyzer passes air through a large-area, low-pressure-drop filter at a high flow rate for
selectable time periods and then seals, bar codes, and performs a y-ray analysis of the filter.
The y-ray spectrum and auxiliary data are automatically transmitted to designated data

centers. Filter samples are retained for subsequent analysis.

The system specification of the RASA is as follows:

* Continuously separates aerosol radionuclides from the atmosphere at a flow rate of
20,000-25,000 m/day.

* Measures the concentrations of several aerosol radionuclides including 99Mo and 14013a
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with a sensitivity of < 30,u Bq/M3.

* Auto-transmits 7-ray spectra and auxiliary data to designated data centers.

* Employs a large, mechanically cooled germanium 7-ray spectrometer.

* Requires 16 kW of power, less than I x 2 x I m in size, and below 75dBA at in.

* Runs 200 samples (typically per day) between restocking visits at a cost of about 6 per

sample.

* Uses the 025 M2 filter manufactured by 3M which is made of a low-pressure-drop

polypropylene material.

3.2.3.2 Noble Gas Monitoring Equipment

In order to measure radioxenon collected from the air, four test systems are developed by the

PTS and are still under the test phase (a Noble Gas Test). All these four systems are fully

automated. Technical parameters of the test systems currently obtained are listed in Table 39

with the minimum requirements for Noble Gas Systems.14) The following descriptions are for

the Automated Radioxenon Sampler/Analyzer (ARSA), one of the four test systems, which is

being considered to be equipped in the Takasaki Station.

ARSA is a fully-automated, remotely programmable unit for ultra sensitive analysis of 133Xe

(5.2-day half-life), 133-Xe (2.2-day half-life), 131-Xe (11.9-day half-life) and 135Xe (9.1-hour

half-life) in near real-time, which allows highly sensitive remote detection of nuclear

detonations. The ARSA fills the CTBT requirement for near-real-time ultra-sensitive field

measurement of short-lived noble gases. The ARSA filters air through an aluminum oxide bed

for removal of moisture and carbon dioxide and then through a charcoal sorption bed held at

-100'C for xenon collection. Xenon is then thermally desorbed, purified and measured by (

coincidence spectrometry. The data of spectra and radionuclide concentrations are

automatically transmitted to appropriate organizations. The gas samples can be retained for

laboratory confirmatory analysis if required.

The system specification of the RASA is as follows:

* Continuously separates xenon from the atmosphere at a flow rate of 40 M3 per 8-hour

collection period.

* Measures the 133Xe and 135Xe with a sensitivity of about 100 p Bq/m3 during a

subsequent 16-hour period. (Four samples are measured simultaneously).

* Automatically transmits the data of 7-ray spectra and radionuclide concentrations to

appropriate designated organizations.

* Reports the data of abnormally high concentrations of radioxenon as soon as statistically

valid data have accumulated.

* Low maintenance components; semi-annual restocking.

The 09 x 20 x 23 in unit is designed to be housed in an appropriately sited

environmentally controlled space.

0 Operates automatically and all functions are remotely programmable.
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Table 39 Technical Parameters of the Noble Gas Test Systems Obtained During Phase 1

and Minimum Requirements for the System

Characteristics Minimum CEA/DASE FOI PNNL KRI

Requirements SPALAX SAUNA ARSA ARIX

Air flow [m3/hl 0.4 25 0.6 6 1

Total volume of sample 10 600 14.4a 48 12

[M31

Collection time [b] - 24 24 12 8 12

Measurement time [h] < 24 24 132 24 10

Time before reporting < 48 48b 42c 38 27
[b]

Reporting frequency Daily Daily 2/day 3/day 2/day
Isotopes measured 13'mXe, 131mXe, 131mXe, 131mxe, 13'mXe,

133mXe, 133mXe, 133mXe, 133mXe, 133mXe,

133Xe, 133Xe, 133Xe, 133Xe, 133Xe,

135Xe 135Xe 135Xe 135Xe 135Xe

Measurement moded 0-Y Planar 0-7 0-Y P-Y
coincidence or HPGey coincidence coincidence coincidence
high resolution Spectrometry with energy with energy

,spectrometry measurement measurement

133Xe min. detectable 1 0.65 0.9 0.1 0.35
concentration- [mBqJM 31

1 31-Xe MDC Not specified 5-10 0.7 0.1 <2f

.133mXe MDC INot specified 3 10.6 0.1 i<2f
1136Xe MDC INot specified 1 10.8 0.5 10.6

SAUNA produces 12-hour samples with a total volume of 72 m3 per sample. Combining two
12-hour samples into one 24-hour sample is equivalent to sampling for 24 hours, except that
the 12-hour samples have a better time resolution. Therefore, the PTS is of the opinion that
combining two samples to reach the M3 limit is acceptable.

bCurrently 52 hours, but will be reduced to 48 hours in Phase 111.

Although time before reporting is 42 hours based on a 24-hour sampling period, the first
12-hour sample will be reported already after 30 hours.

d Calibrations need to be defined.

eMDCS for the other isotopes are not defined here since they critically depend on the.
detection system used.

f According to developer's specifications.

3.2.4 Takasaki Radionuclide Station: RN38
3.2.4.1 Location

The location of the Takasaki radionuclide station RN38 in Japan is described in the '17reaty as
latitude 36.3' N, and longitude 139.0' E. This point is located in the Japan Atomic Energy

Research Institute, Takasaki Establishment. Based on the result of the Site Survey for both
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sites given below, the Commission accepted the former alternative 36' 17'59.9" N, 139' 04'
47.0" E) as the RN38 location in the Takasaki Establishment in November 16, 1998.

3.2.4.2 Site Survey
In October 21, 1997, several points were investigated to find the most suitable point for the
CTBT radionuclide monitoring station, RN38, in the Takasaki Establishment. Based on the

results of this investigation, 2 locations, A and were selected as the candidate sites for the
station RN38. During tbe period from November 10, 1997 to May 20, 1998, background
radioactivity (nacuraland, aothropogenic) was measured atboth locations several times. The
atmospheric ecoupling in the Takasaki area was analyzed and no significant problem was
found for the monitoring of aimospheric radionuclides from the viewpoint of the ;atmospheric
decoupling. Detaried information is given in tbe Radionuebide Site Survey Report Takasaki,

Gunma. Japan (RN38),

3.2.4.3 Infrastructure
In order to hosi radionuclide air monitoring equipment for Radionuclide Station RN38,
JAERI contracted wth the PTS for the establishmerit of infrastructure ri December 2001.
Under the contract a new building was biiril, al. rue su A ft te Takasaki Establishment in

June 2002 see Fig. 3.8). JAEXI is the owner of the building. This building has sufficient area
of about 42,5 M2 and a abie gauge eough for power supiriy of te whole sation icluding
the future nolu gs equipment A rght)-ung protk-ctioir Is equipped on the roof of the -building.

For the fire protection of the room, a C02 fire extinguisher with a capacity greater than 6 kg is
mounted within the building and a fire alarm system is connected to the system at the
main-guarding house of the Takasaki Establishment to be activated in case of fire. The
building has three air conditioners that are commercially available as a climate control
system in the building. One of the three air conditioners is running at a time to keep low
humidity in the building. In the building, a router and a PC were set up to allow the
connection to the RASA via the Internet under secure conditions. Civil works for the
installation of the VSAT antenna was also done under the contract. The works consist of (i)
construction of a base for the 24 in diameter antenna, and (ii a conduit for the cable between
the VSAT antenna and indoor unit. The platform base is the reinforcement of the construction
of a pad where a pole was installed. The GC1 Contractor provided the pole.

3.2.4.4 Operational Manual

In order to get certified by the PTS as one of the IMS stations, it is necessary not only to
satisfy the minimum technical requirements, but also to prepare a site specific operational

manual. This manual should meet the requirements and descriptions detailed in the
Operational Manual for Radionuclide Monitoring and the International Exchange of

Radionuclide Data (CTBTIWGB/TL-11/5/Rev.8). The site specific operational manual for
Takasaki Station RN38 is under preparation.
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Fig� 3.8 Building of RN38'fakasaki radionuclide monitoring station.

3.2.5 Okinawa Radionuclide Station: RN37

3.2.5.1 Location

The location of Okinawa station, as shown in the Treaty, is at latitude 26.5' N and longitude

127.9' E.'I'hislocationissituatedinthepropertyoftheNationalSpaceDevelopmentAgency

of Japan (NASDA) in Okinawa. There is a pre-existing building called the old 148MHz

transmitting station (Fig. 3.9). JAERI plans to borrow the land and building from NASDA to

host monitoring equipment for the radionuclide station RN 37, Okinawa, Japan.

3.2.5.2 Site Survey

During the period from December 11 to December 15, 2000, radionuclide site survey was

conducted on the site. Main electric power (10OV, 6Hz) is provided by the Okinawa Electric

Power Company to the facilities of NASDA. However, no electric power is provided to the

proposed facility for the CTBT monitoring station. Installation of a transformer and electric

cabling to the station is required. It has fully reliable electric supply, although outages due to

typhoons are expected several times per year. An outage that lasts for longer than 10 minutes

occurs once in 2 or 3 years due to a strong typhoon. The result of the site survey was accepted

by the PTS in March 2001. Detailed information is reported as the Radionuclide Site Survey

Report Okinawa, Japan (RN37).
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3.2.5.3 Infrastructure

In order to establish the infrastructure, the old building will be repaired and an electric cable
wiII be brought into the building from the nearby power line to supply the main power for all

station equipment. These works are scheduled to commence in 2003.

Fig. 39 Existing building to be used for the radionuclide station RN 37 in Okinawa.
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3.3 Radionuclide Laboratory (RL11)
3.3.1 Role of RL
According to the CTBT,15) as found in Part I. Q paragraph 11, of the Protocol, the IMS network
of radionuclide monitoring stations is to be supported by laboratories. These radionuclide
laboratories Ms) have to perform more accurate and precise analyses of particulate filter
samples collected at the IMS stations for maintaining the station performances and for
verifying tbe presence of fission products originated by nuclear explosion, RLs have to be
certified by the CT13TO for -performance of measurement equipment (bigh-purity Ge (HPGe)
detector), degree of lecitnical proficlency, aml quality management in order to provide
above-cited �supporbve cons under the, agreerpent between the organization and the
facilities, Figure3,10 shows an overview of te certification process.

2. Acceptance of documentation

3. Acceptance of the quality of aalytical results

4. Data an(I report formats check

5. Communication est

6. Autiientication test.

7. Sample transport test

8. Certification visit

9. Formal certification

10. Review of certification status of the RL

Fig. 310 Overview of the sub-processes in the certification process for RL.

The JAERI-Tokai radionuclide laboratory identified as RL11, which is stated in the treaty as
one of the sixteen RLs in the world, is currently engaged in developing a laboratory needed for
certification as well as participating in the intercomparison test internationally organized by
the CTBTO as a part of the certification system (evaluation of proficiency in measurement
technology at each RL). The roles and technical requirements of certified RLs are presented
here.

The main role of the RLs is to perform analyses on samples from IMS radionuclide stations:
- To corroborate the results of the routine analysis of a sample to confirm the presence of

fission products and/or activation products;
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To provide more accurate and precise measurements on a filter;
To clarify the presence or absence of fission products and/or activation products in the case of
a suspect or irregular analytical result from a particular station.

RLs are capable of reliably identifying the radionuclides in the sample, determining their
activities, and providing an expert assessment of the properties of the sample.

3.3.2 Certification Requirements by CTBTO
RLs shall use methods and procedures that are appropriate for the process of IMS sample
analysis and that have been certified by the CTBTO.16) The methods and procedures should

be developed to contain the following information, in harmony with the requirements of the
ISO/lEC 17025:17) (a) appropriate identification, scope, (c) description of the type of item to
be tested or calibrated, (d) parameters or quantities and ranges to be determined, (e)
apparatus and equipment, including technical performance requirements, (O reference
standards and reference materials required, (g) environmental conditions required and any
stabilization period needed, (h) description of the procedure, 6) criteria and/or requirements
for approval/rejection, ) data to be recorded and method of analysis and presentation, and W
the uncertainty or the procedure for estimating the uncertainty. As an example of these
requirements, the technical specifications for y-ray spectrometry system are summarized in

Table 3 10.

3.3.3 Establishment of JAERI-Tokai RL
The JAERI-Tokai RL stated in the CTBT verification regime has been developed to achieve
equipment of technical instruments, such as radioactivity measurement system, etc., and
their performance tests. In developing the JAERI-Tokai RL, the intercomparison tests

internationally organized by the CTBTO have been carried out, as mentioned later, and
technical requirements to be certified are being satisfied. The annual plan for the
JAERI-Tokai RL is given in Table. 311. After certification in 2005, the JAERI-Tokai RL will
start as a radionuclide laboratory supporting the network of the IMS radionuclide stations.
We are now constructing a y-ray measurement system that consists of a HPGe detector, lead
shields and a multi channel analyzer (MCA) as given in Fig. 311 A chemistry room for

chemical treatment for several kinds of the IMS samples is also being prepared. Quality
assurance system is most important and has to be accomplished for the RL.
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Table 3 10 Summary of technical specifications for y-ray analysis equipment

Property Requirement

Detector type High resolution HPGe
Detector relative efficiency > 40%

Efficiency calibration measurement range 46.5-1836 keV
Efficiency calibration range (extrapolated) 30-2700 keV
Channels in spectrum > 8192
MDA (minimum detectable activity) for 14013a < 24 �tBq

With decay correction to start of spectral For a cylindrical sample geometry
acquisition, with acquisition time with a diameter of 70 mm and height

no longer than 7 days of up to 6 mm
FWHM at 1332.5 keV < 23 keV
FVVHM at 122.1 keV < 13 keV
FWTM/FWHM at 1332.5 keV : 20

Table3.11 AnualplanforestablishmentofcertifiedJAERI-TokaiRL
in CTBT-related studies

On and after
Year 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

Equipment of
experimental
room

Equipment of
radioactivity
measurement
systems

Certification
work

Start as
a certified
laboratory

Intercomparison
test - -0. ------ I> ------ 0> ------ 0>
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Ge detector

Lead shield

Liquid nitrogen vessel

Fig.3.11 LayoutoftheJAERI-Tokairadionuelidelaboratory(RLII).

3.3.4 Proficiency Test Exercise (PTE) 2001 and 2002 for Radionuclide Laboratories

3.3.4.1 Overview of the Exercise

Purpose of the PTE is to evaluate the quality of y-ray spectrometric analysis of the

radionuclide laboratories. The task of the participants is to analyze a reference sample spiked

with a mixture of radionuclides by non-destructive y-ray spectrometry in order to evaluate the

analysis results achievable by own HPGe detector system and analysis method to be used in

CTBT operations. The exercise is also a part of the certification of the IMS laboratories.

The National Physical Laboratory (NPL) Management Limited in the United Kingdom, which

is the contractor to organize the exercise, conducted Q) preparation and distribution of the

samples of reference, calibration and blank, OD collection and evaluation of the participants'

analysis results, and (iii) production and presentation of an exercise report. The exercise

results are provided as feedback to give an opportunity

for the contractor, the participants and the PTS to share xpos

views od consider the findings and possible corrective

actions. 84 mm

In this chapter, details of the exercises of 2001 and 2002

performed by the JAERI-Tokai Laboratory JPL11) are

described. 82 mm

Fig. 312 ARAME filter, view

from top.
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3.3.4.2 Description of Samples
(1) ARAME filter sample
In the 2001 exercise, the sample was of ARAME type, which is used for the Finnish

automated particulate station CINDERELA. The filter material is glass fiber (Camfil CS5.0).
The sheet dimensions are 82 x 84 mm, and there are fourteen sheets in an entire one-day
sample, stacked on top of another. On each sheet, there is a circular exposed area with a
diameter of 77 mm (see Fig. 312). On top of the exposed sheets, there is one blank sheet. The
samples were packaged in plastic containers. The inside dimensions of the containers are 86 x
88 x 8 mm and the material thickness is approximately mm, Any modification of the sample
geometry from the sample received were not done in our aboratory.

(2) RASA filter sample
In the 2002 exercise, the sample was of RASA type, which is used for the American automated

4, 63
Ai

5 10 cm 12.5 cm

5 cm

Fig. 313 Entire RASA sample, view from top. The sample in the exercise was
split into two pieces, as shown with the dashed line.

Half of RASA litter sample

particulate station RASA. The filter 5 cm5cnA
material is polypropylene. In an entire

.__� - F1' -------- ljpHcefkaucfid�� 6.25cm
one-day sample with the sheet dimensions z 6 sheets(double layer)
of 12.5 x 5 c, there are six sheets stacked ----------------------- ------------

on top of another. Each sheet is double -layer (1) 6 sheets rolled (3) Compression (lot)
polypropylene with supporting scrim coaxially
between layers. The exposed area has the

dimension of 10 x 40 cm per sheet as shown
in Fig. 313. The sample in the exercise was

split, as shown with a dashed line in the (2) Locate into lead die
figure, and each participant received one
half. Sample geometry was changed in our
laboratory by using the following procedure
as shown in Fig. 314. a ter s e

1) Both sides of each sheet were cut

out in cm, because they do not (4) Dimension of (5)
contain the exposed area. compressed sample Packagedin

2) Six sheets were stacked, rolled 14-- 7cm 4) -i>
coaxially and packaged 1.5c..
polyethylene bag for preventing the 'F

contamination of stainless steel die.
Fig. 314 Procedure for the preparation

of RASA measurement sample.
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3) The rolled sheets were located into a die and compressed by the weight of about 10 t.
Duration of the compression was about minute.

4) Dimensions of the compressed filter sample were 7 cm in diameter and 1.5 cm in

thickness.
5) The compressed sample was packaged into a plastic container, which makes a

measurement sample.

3.3.4.3,y-ray Spectrum Measurement
(1) Measurement system
Figure 315 shows hardware configuration of the y-ray spectrum measurement system used
for the exercise, where a detector is HPGe coaxial with 50 % of relative efficiency. Model
numbers of the detector system, main amplifier, high voltage power supply, and pulse height

analyzer connected to a PC computer are ORTEC GEM-50210-S, ORTEC 671 module,
ORTEC 459, and SEIKO-EG & G 7700 respectively. Measurement and data acquisition are
controlled by the computer.

Detector system
------------------------------------

Pulse
r height

analyzer
-------------------

Computer

-------------------

Fig. 315 Hardware configuration of the measurement system used.
Fe (100)

(2) Measurement geometry Ph (50)

Measurement of the filter samples was
performed within the shieldings, which consist 300

of a 100-mm layer of Fe, a 50-mm layer of Pb
and the linings of 5-mm layers of Cu and acrylic

resin. The front view of the measurement 300 Measurement

geometry used for the RASA sample is shown in platform (5)

Fig. 316. The sample was located on the
measurement platform. The distance between Filter 

10
the sample and the detector is about 1 mm
with an in-between material of 5-mm-layer
acrylic resin. On the other hand, the ARAME LLL
sample packaged in the plastic container was

located directly on the surface of the detector Acrylic Cu (5)
cap. Dimension: m resin

Fig. 318 Measurement geometry used.

Fig. 16 Measurement geometry used.
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3.3.4.4 Correction Method for Tue Coincidence Summing

In a case of the measurement geometry in close distance between a detector and a sample,

especially in about less than cm, the effect of true coincidence summing seriously affects the

results of the activity depending on the decay mode of the nuclide of interest. The correction

factor was obtained from the nuclear data related with the decay scheme of the nuclide of

interest, the detector efficiencies for the photo-peak and the ratio of pboto-peak to total counts

as a function of the y-ray energy as follows.18)

Normal decay scheme Decay scheme for the summing correction

a4 a 5 a44

55 a3 � a2 a35 a24 a33 a22 a,
I V

a6 a 16 a14 an an

W 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Fig. 317 transitions forming coincidence summing.

Correction factor S, can be calculated by the following equation.

SW I -no-f' -Tj) +I -f" - (2)
k a, j.j a,

Where
ei- Apparent peak efficiency for measured

.-i Peak efficiency for without summing effect,

T Total efficiency for yj cascading with 

(T, =e, P P:theratioofpeaktototalcountsfor rj),

fj : Decreasing fraction by internal conversion,

(fj /(I a), a: total internal conversion coefficient),

:Peakefficienciesof r. and beinginthecrossoverwith Vj,

a ik 3a,,, :Emissionprobabilitiesof y in 0 .......
k line, and of being in the crossover

(see Fig.3.17), _0 5 .......... .......... . ......... ........... ........ ........... ..........
a Total emission probability for ri

.......... .......... ............ ........ -----------

The ratios of peak to total counts, aspi
a function of y-ray energy were obtained -1. 5 .......... ...................... ..... ...

from measuring the standard nuclides of
51Cr, 85Sr, 113Sn, 139Ce, 65Zn, 57Co 109Cd, -2

137Cs and 24'Am. in the measurement 4 4 5 5 5 6 6 7 7 8

ln(Energy)

geometry as shown in Fig. 318. The Fig.3.18 Calibration curve for the ratio of peak

to total counts, P.
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logarithmic relation of P with y-ray energy, E, was fitted by a fifth order polynomiali
expression as shown in Fig. 318, and obtained the following equation:

In Pj = 2775 -10.50 x In E 6030 x (In E)2 - 1362 x (In E)3 +

0 1347 x (In E)4 - 000491 x (In E)5. (3)

3.3.4.5. Calibration Sample and Blank

In each eercise a calibration sample with the certificate and a blank material were provided

by the NPL. Those are equivalent to the reference in the sample type, and treated by the same

manner as the reference measurement on the sample geometry and measurement method.

The calibration sample contains the spiked nuclides of 21OPb(46 keV), 24'Am(60 kev), 109Cd(88

keV), 57CO(122 keV), 14'Ce(145 keV) 5Cr(321 keV), 7Be(392 keV), 8Sr(514 keV), 137CS(662

keV), 54Mn(835 keV), 6Zn(1115 keV) and 88Y(898 and 1836 keV). The total activity was

approximately 5 kBq. The abration

sample was used for establishing the 2000

relations of channel, peak resolution and
1500 ............... .......... ... ............-counting efficiency with y-ray energy in the ..............

measurement system used. On the other

hand, the blank w as used for evaluating 1000 ------------ .............. .......... ... .............. ............

background activity from the blank matrix.

Measurement time for the calibration
500 ........ -------------- .............. .............. ............-

sample and the blank were 24 hours and 7

days respectively in the exercise 2002.
0

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000

(1) Energy calibration Peak channel (ch)

Energy range of the calibration sources was Fig. 319 Energy calibration curve.
from the minimum energy of 46 keV of 21OPb
to the maximum energy of 1836 keV of 88,

which correspond to the channel of 113 to 7............................................ -------- .. ...............

5397 respectively. Figure 319 shows the

energy calibration curve used in the exercise 6 -------------------- --------- -- ----- ...............................

2002. The following equation was obtained:

5 .......... .......... ....................... ...................

44Energy(keV) 8.375 03383 x (ch) +
)2 10-145.146 x I 0-' x (ch - 7.28 x x (ch)3. 4) 4 ...... ...................... ..................... I....................

Vyere, c denotes channel number.
3

0 500 1000 1500 2000

(2) Peak resolution calibration Energy keV)

The peak resolution (FVVHM : Full Width Fig. 320 Peak resolution calibration curve.

at Half Maximum), which is a function of

y-ray energy, E, and depends on the characteristics of detector system used, was obtained
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from the calibration sample measurement. Figure 320 shows the peak resolution calibration

curve. The relation of FVVHM in channel with y-ray energy was expressed by the following

equation,

F�MM(ch = 3198 2436 x 10-3 xE+ 1.756x 10-7 x E 2 - 4957 x IO-" x V. (5)

-2 (3) Counting efficiency
-C- I ess than 14

Counting efficiency of the measurement

system used w as established based on -3 ................. ........... i........ .............. .. ...............

the certificate of the alibration sources.

Figure 321 shows the logarithmic -3 5 -------- -------- ................ ................. --------- ------

relation between the counting efficiency

and y-ray energy, in which the
-4 .............. -------------- .................... ...............-

efficiencies with y-ray energies were

fitted separately i two parts in order
-4 

to obtain the best fitting: one is the 3 4 5 6 7 8

lower part of the entire energy region, ln(Energy)

which is the region less than 145 keV, Fig. 321 Counting efficiency calibration curve.

and the other part is more than 145 keV

Corrections for the true coincidence summing were done for the peak counts of 898 keV and

1836 keV of 88Y. The fitted equations were determined.

For lower than 145 keV,

ln(efficincy = 192.7 117.8 x (In E - 24.34 x (In E)' 1677 x (In E)'. (6)

For higher than 145 keV,

In(efficincy = - 148 + 5.1 10 x (In E - 08976 x (In E)' 004557 x (In E)3. (7)

3.3.4.6 Data Analysis
W Spectrum analysis and nuclide identification

The measured y-ray spectra were analyzed by the spectrum analysis code, BOB19) developed in

JAERL Data analysis was carried out in two steps. The first step is an automatic analysis,

which is used as a preliminary analysis, and the second one is a detailed analysis based on the

Excel table calculation.

In the automatic analysis, the BOB code performed (i) calculation of photo-peak counts for

calibration and reference spectra, (ii) establishment of energy and efficiency calibration based

on calibration spectrum, (iii) calculation of the photons/second for each y-line of the reference

sample based on the established calibrations and (iv) the identification of the nuclides for

reference spectrum considering the y-ray energies and the activities calculated for a nuclide of
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interest.

In the detailed analysis, farther investigation for the results obtained from the automatic

analysis was carried out, and then the nuclides contained in the reference sample were
identified finally. Furthermore, the activities and the errors of the identified nuclides are
calculated by using the following equations. Figure 322 shows the measured spectra with

identified uclides for the RASA samples. The lower spectrum given in the figure is for the
blank with the same measurement time of 7 days as the reference.

(2) Calculation of activity and the uncertainty
Activity was obtained by

Bq = (C..) x D�,.,c (8)

.6y - P -Sr

where B is the source activity, D, the radioactive decay of the nuclide measured, SY the

detection efficiency, Pr the y-ray emission probability, and Sy the correction factor for

cascade SUMMing.20) The C,,, is net count rate per second, which is given by:

= (C., SO (C - BO

cl.et T (9)

where C., is the gross sample counts, S the spectrum background (baseline beneath peak),

T the sample count time, C the total detector background counts (may be zero, but some

peaks which have the same energy as those of aimed nuclides are sometimes observed due to

transformations of the uranium series, etc.), Bb the detector background (baseline beneath

peak), and T the background count time.

The uncertainty of the net count rate is expressed as follows: 21)

(C., SO 4- (C + Bb) (lo)
T2 2

T

The relative uncertainty of P is, for example, given by i5*(P = PY)IPY. The relative

uncertainty of the source activity is then obtained by

g*(Bq)= g*2(C.,)+g*2(D..�)+g*2(.Y)+g*2(p

V ' + g*2 (Sy

where i5*(D,,.,), 5*(.-Y), c5*(P) and 5*(SY) denote the relative uncertainties of D.,.,,

6Y, P and S. respectively.

(3) Calculation of the time-zero based on a parent/daughter activity ratio

A problem of solving the zero time in the exercise, which simulates the evaluation of the

timing of the nuclear event, is to calculate the time interval to be equivalent to the measured

activity ratio of parent/daughter nuclides such as 95Zr/95Nb and 14OBa/14OLa. The time interval,
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t, can be derived from the relations of radioactive decay and radioactive in-growth in nuclides

to be a pair of parent and daughter.

When the number of atoms of the parent nuclide, N I is N (0) at the time zero, N at the

timet, Nt),isexpressedinthefollowingequation:

NP (t = NP (0) et (12)

Assuming that the daughter nuclide is produced only by the radioactive decay of the parent

nuclide, the number of atoms of the daughter nuclide at the time t, Nd(t I is calculated as

follows:

Nd (t) AP NP (0) e-At _e-Adt (13)
Ad Ap

where AP and Ad are the decay constant of the parent and daughter nuclides respectively.

Activity ratio of the parent and daughter nuclides at the time t, RdP(t), is obtained from Eqs.

(16) and 17).

RdlQ) Ad Nd (t) Ad e-(Ad-Ap)t (14)
AP NP (t) Ad- AP

Therefore, the time interval, t, can be derived from Eq. (18) as follows:

t=--' -In I-Rdip(t). Ad -Ap (15)

Ad Ap A d

(4) Calculation of MDA and critical limit
MDA (Minimum Detectable Activity), which expresses'what the least activity measurable is,'

is calculated by the following equation:21)

MDA (Bq = LD (16)
T.e,.S P -Kr Y

where which is the correction factor for radioactive decay during the

measurement, and Ai T and t. denote the decay constant for nuclide i, the

measurement time in live time and that in clock time respectively. LD is detection limit in

the 95% certainty of detection, which is expressed by LD=2.71+4.65 Fab , where

Rol -) region apart from the peak.
JUb Z counts and ROI = ±1.25FWM (±3o I

Critical limit, L, is a decision level, by which whether net count of a peak is significant or
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not is judged. If the peak net counts minus Le is positive, then it can be said that the peak

Imay be detected <)' or 'will be detected (>LD)', and if it is negative, it will not be

recognized as a peak. The L. was calculated by the following equation:21)

n
L,�=1.645- Pb.('+-) (17)

2m

where n and m denote the number of channels within the peak region and the number of

channels of lower or upper background regions beyond each side of the peak region

respectively

3.3.4.7 Results and Discussion
The results of the exercise were sent to the NPL from the sixteen laboratories within 4 weeks
after the reception of the reference sample. The NPL evaluated the results and reported to
the participants of the exerciseS.22,23) The main parts of the exercise were to identify

radionuclides spiked in the reference filter and to traceably quantify the level of these
nuclides. Table 312 shows our results of the identified nuclides and the quantified activities
together with the corresponding NPL certified values.

The PTE 2001 was practically the first exercise for us, in which we concentrated on
achieving the completeness of the correction for true coincidence summing and of the precise
de-convolution of complex peaks by the spectrum analysis code, BOB, which were not used in
the previous PTE 2000.21)

In the PTE 2001, we found the fourteen nuclides of 95Zr, 95Nb, 99Mo/99mTe, 103Ru, 132Te, 1321,

137CS, 14013a, 14OLa, 141Ce, 144Ce, 147Nd and 1311, and reported the activities for the thirteen

nuclides except 99Mo. The four nuclideS of 91y, 95mn, 106Ru and 144Pr failed to be found,

because they had very small peaks and the BOB code did not pick up such small peaks due to
the fitting failure. Unfortunately, further investigation for those small peaks was not done at
that time.

In the PTE 2002, we were able to improve the nuclides identification procedure by adopting

two methods: an automatic analysis by the BOB code and a detailed analysis by manual

investigation as described before. As shown in Table 312, in the PTE 2002, we identified the

seventeen nuclides among the twenty nuclides spiked on the RASA filter. The reason why

three nuclides of 9Y, 95-Nb and 127Sb could not be identified is that there wereno peaks to be

recognized in the measured spectrum due to their weak y-ray emission. Only one of the

sixteen laboratories was able to identify the nuclides of Y and 127Sb. No laboratory reported

on 95rnn.

The nuclide of 95Zr decays via emission to both 95gNb and 95-Nb, and the 95-Nb decays in

turn to 95gNb. Due to the relatively long half-life of the 95gNb, the decay system was not in
equilibrium at time of measurement. Because the decay of 95-Nb affected the measured y-ray

intensity, the contribution of 95-Nb to the intensity (which is about %) was corrected by
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using the individual y-ray emission rates of 9!5mNb and 95gNb in the PTE 2002.

The activities of the nuclides were compared with the certified valueS23) by calculating a

deviation;

Analyst resuft - Certificated value%deviation = - X100% (18)

Certiflicated value

and by implementing a u-test;

U I(Analyst result - Certiflicated value� (19)

V(Analist uncertainty' Certiflicated uncertainty')

The result of a u-test less than 164 is considered that the result is not discrepant. If u exceeds

3.29, the result is considered as discrepant from the reference value. Between these two limits,

more data are needed to draw a decisive conclusion.

The comparison results are shown in Table 312 and Figs. 323 to 326. In the PTE 2001, all
identified nuclides were less than 164 in the u-test, except for 99-Tc (see Fig. 324) We
reported 99Mo and 99-Tc with the same activity as being secular equilibrium, which was not
correct as explained below.

The activities of 99Mo and 99-Tc in transient equilibrium were determined by analyzing
140.5-keV ray as follows:

99-Tc M/2 6 hours) and its daughter nuclide 99Mo Ti/2 275 days) emit the same y-ray of
140.5 keV with emission probabilities of 45% and 89% respectively. The large deviation of
99-Tc in PTE 2001 (see Fig. 323) came mainly from no correction of 9Mo contribution to the
99-Tc peak of 140.5 keV These corrections were improved in the PTE 2002.
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As shown in Fig. 326, three nuclides of 10611u, 14'Ce and 154Eu exceeded the u-value of 164.

106Ru is one of the major nuclides. Although the %deviation was not large in 53%, the large

u-value for 106Ru showed that the error was not within the error range of the certified value

(see Fig. 325). There doesn't exist any clear reasons at present on this discrepancy. Only two

laboratories reported about 14'Ce. 4ICe is very difficult to quantify precisely because of its

weak activity, which is about 0.01 Bq/filter. The peak Counts of 14'Ce in 145 keV we-re lower

than that of the critical limit. Concerning the 154Eu, there was no single y-lines in the

measured spectrum. All the major y-lines of 154Eu presented in the peaks of 1,52Eu. The large

deviation for the 154Eu uclide mainly occurred in the incorrect convolution of Y-lines with

those of 52Eu, particularly at 121.8 keV

ARAME sample ARANM sample
30 3.5 ! , I I I . .

JPL- I M,
C o Gertified value 3

20
"'Te

2 5

03RU Nd a)
0 0 2144Ge Cd "Zr
(33 137GS L > 40-Nb

a _,e1408a Be:
a) 1.5 132

-0 0 Te:TT T
147Nd-41G.:

-10
0.5 132i

-20 0

Nucb(ies Nuclides

Fig 323 Results of the %deviation Fig. 324 Results of the u-test
in ARAME sample.in ARAME sample.

RASA sample RASA sample
50 3.5

147Nd40 ............... ........... ......... .........- 154Eu
3 ...........:.132, ... ). :30 .... ..... .......... .... ..

141 C,
"2EU .............. ....20 ...... .... 2.5 ---- -- ....Te .. .... .. 105

Ru
. : : : : )Rican..-Zr. -MO 'Ru: .... .... ...... 154Eu0 14013a 2 ..... .......... . ..........

20 o -1h El- i-4
V

137
Cs

10 ...... 95 ........... . .... ... ....... .... .... ISSEu- ................ .. .....

Nb 99,r i 137C�.,:C :t 'Ru ..........-20 La 47 'F......... .... ..... N d ...

-30 ... ....... .... .... ..... 103 1321R

-40 T ......... Nb_ 9-r,

95Zr
-50

Nuclides 0 Nuclides

Fig. 325 Results of the %deviation Fig. 326 Results of the u-test,

in RASA sample. in RASA sample.
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Figure 327 shows the results Activity Ratio ftb/95M

of the zero-time based on 1

95Nb/95Zr activity ratio in the

ARAME filter sample. The
0.1

upper figure shows the 0

relation of activity ratio with M

time. From the measured 0.01
>

activity ratio, the elapsed

time from a nuclear event can
0.001

be estimated. Each point in

the lower figure expresses

the deviation of each 0.0001
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

laboratory value from the Time in Dys

certified date. The point of

the PL11 quite matched Zero Time

2001/9/28with the certified date by just

10 minutes. 2001/9/27
JPL

2001/9/26

Table 2.18 sbows the PTE 2001/9/25

2002 results of Le and MDA 2001/9/24

for the nuclides selected by 2001/9/23

NPL in the reference
2001/9/22 Ceit& ed`-%�;alue

spectrum. MDA for the IMS

laboratories is required less 2001/9/21

than 24 mBq/filter 'n 14013a. 2001/9/20
Laboratory

However, this value is for a

blank filter, so the MDA for Fig. 327 Results of the zero-time evaluation in the

an active sample becomes ARAME sample.

higher. Te MDA result for

14OBa (537keV) in Table 313 is .18 Bq, which is about 50 times higher than that of blank.

Furthermore, Le of the 4Ba (537keV) is 245 counts, and [the peak net counts-Le = 23739

counts in this ase. It means that net count of the peak apparently significant or detected On

the other hand, for eample, 144Ce in 133.5 keV was judged to be not significant due to [the

peak net counts-1 = 510. Thus, the critical limit can be used for judging statistically

whether or not a peak was significant or detected.

In conclusion, the overall evaluation of the PL11 results in the PTE 2001 and 2002 quite

matched wth those of certified values in the nuclide identification and quantification as well
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as the zero-time evaluation. Final version of the NPL reports on the PTE 2001 and 2002 will

be issued by February 2003. We learned many things through the exercises. These will be

used as feedback to establish more sophisticated measurement technology for several kinds of

IMS filter samples.
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Table S. 13 Results of MDA and Lc for RASA refernce spectrum

Fission Energy/ies Detected Your c Definition of your Lc Nuclide What was the decision MDA(Bq)
product (keV) (YIN) (per peak) ofyourLc present(Y/N) based on (per nuclide)
91 y 1204.77 N 132 Lc=1.645*sqrt(,u Ej(I+n/2m)) N Peak area < Lo 8.3067
95 Zr 724.192 y 184 Lc=l 645*sqrt(, B +n/2m)) y 766 keV exists. 0.0470
95 Zr 756.725 y 185 Lc=l 645*sqrt(g s(I +n/2m)) y 724 keV exists. 0.0395
96 Nb 765.803 y 178 Lc=l 645*sqrt(g B(I +n/2m)) y Zr exists. 0.0209
97 Zr 743.36 N 137 Lc=l 645*sqrt(9 EI+n/2m)) N Peak area < Lc 0.1181
99 MO 1 140.511 y 402 Lc=1.645*sqrt(g E,(I+n/2m)) y Other peaks of same nuclide exist 0.8146
99 MO 181.068 y 328 iLc=1.645*sqrt(g B(I+n/2m)) y Other peak� same nuclide exist 0.5550
99 MO 366.421 N 231 L=1.645*sqrt(MB(I+n/2m)) N Peak area < Lo 2.9342
99 MO 739.5 y i42 Lc=1.645*sqrt(/IB(I+n/2m)) y Other peaks of same nuclide exist 0.2860

103 Mc 177.921 y 129 Lc=1.645*sqrt(Il B(I+n/2m)) Y Other peaks of same nuclide exist 0.7670
99m To 140.51 � Y � � 402 �c=1.645*sqrt(/J B(I +n/2m)) y 199mo exist. 0.0414
iO3 RL 497.084 y 233 Lc=1.645*sqrt(jjE3(1+n/2,")) y Other peaks of same nuclide exist 0.0237
103 RL 510 3, y 195 Lc=1.645*sqrt(/l E3(1+n/2m)) y I Other peaks of same nuclide �xist 0.3568
106 R. 186 � F T-=1.645*sqrt(/J E3(1+n/2m)) y Othe, peak. of sa e nuclide exist 0.1921
106 Ru 511.84 y 309 jLc=1.645*sqrt(II B(l+n/2m)) y Othe, peaks of same nuclide exist 0.1353
106 Ru ___jO5O.39_ Y 127 Lc=1.645�sqrt(,U B(I+n/2m)) y Othei peak. of saffie nuclide exist 1.1864
M Ru 616.171 y 167 Lc=1.645*sqrt(y E,(I+n/2m)) y Other peaks of same nuclide exist 2 2498
106 Ru 1128 N 128 Lc=1.645*sqrt(g a(l+n/2m)) N Peak area < Lo 4.8209
III Ag 342.13 N 241 Lc=1.645*sqrt(g EI+n/2m)) N Peak area < Lo 0 3332
125 Sb 427 874 N 206 Lc=1.645*sqrt(ju B(14-n/2m)) N Peak area < Lo 0.0546
126 Sb 695 N 151 Lc=1.645*sqrt(,U B(I+n/2m)) N Peak area < Le 0.0201
127 Sb 685.7 N 143 Lc=1.645*sqrt(M RO +n/2m)) N Peak area < Lo 0.0747
131 1 364.489 y 234 iLc=1.645*Sqrt(g BO +n/2m)) y The energy agreed 0.0270
132 Te 772.6 y 123 Lc=1.645*Sqrt(/J B(I+n/2m)) y 1321 exist 0.0372
136 Cs 1048.0731 N 137 Lc=1.645*sqrt(M E,(I+n/2m)) N Pe.k area < Lo 0.0296
137 Cs 661.657 y 151 =1.645*sqrt(g B(I+n/2m)) y The energy agreed 0.0189
140 Ba 162.66 y 359 Lc=1.645*sqrt('U B(In/2m)) y Other peaks of same nuclide exist 0.1412
140 Ba 304.849 y 276 Lc=1.645*sqrt(/j E,(I+n/2m)) Y Other peaks of same nuclide exist 0.2850
140 Ba 423.722 y 220 LC=1.645-sqrt(9 E3(1+n/2m)) y Other peaks of same nuclide exist 0.4076
140 Ba 437.575 y 206 Lc=1.645*sqrt(ti E,(I+n/2m)) Y Other peaks of same nudide exist 0.5320
140 Ba 537.261 y 245 jLc=1.645*sqrt(JJ BO +n/2m)) y Other peaks of same nuclide exist 1.1838
140 La 328.762 y 326 Lc=1.645*sqrt(M B0+n/2m)) y Other peaks of same nuclide exist 0.1046
140 La 487.0211 y 321 Lc=1.645*sqrt(/ E(I-n/2m)) y Other peaks of same nudide exist 0. F60 5-
140 La 815.772 y 175 Lc= 1.6 45*sq rt(y 130 +n/2 m)) Y Other peaks of same ridide exist 1 0.0916
140 La i 596.21 y 283 Lc=1.645*sqrt(,U BO +n/2m)) y Other peaks of same nuciide exist 0.0537
140 La 925.19 y 137 Lc=1.645*sqrt(.u B(I+n/2m)) y Other peaks of same nuclide exist 0.2635
140 La 367.85 y 136 Lc=1.645*sqrt(,u 5(1+n/2m)) y Other paKs of same nudide exist 0.3145
140 Le 751.64 y i57 Lc=1.645*sqrt(,u B(I+n/2m)) y Other peaks of same nuclide exist 0.4215
140 La 2521.4 y 88 L.=1.646�sqrt(,U B(I+n/2m)) -Y Other peaks of same nuclide exist 0.5598
140 La 432.49 y 204 Lc=1.645*sqrt(/j E,0�n/2m)) Y Other peaks of same nuclide exist 0.5594
140 La 919.55 y 133 Lc=1.645*sqrt(g B(I+n/2m)) Y Other peaks of same nu6ide exst 0.6606
140 La 2347.88 y 80 Lc=1.645*sqrt(fi B(I+n/2m)) y Othef peaks of same nuclide exist 2.0315
140 La 950.99 y 120 Lc=1.645*sqrt(Y B(I+n/2m)) Y Other peaks of ame nuclide exist 3.1334
140 La 131.12 y 322 Lc=1.645*sqrt(jj E,(I+n/2m)) y Other peaks of same nuclide exist 2.9027
140 La 266.54 y 281 Lc=1.645*sqrt(jj E,(I+n/2m)) y Other peaks of same nuclide exist 3.5139
140 La 241.931 y 291 jLc=I 645*sqrt(9 B(I+n/2m)) y Other peaks of same nuclide exist 3.8751145.4433 N 321 Lc=l N Peak area < Lo 0.0312141 Ce .645*sqrt(M E30 +n/2m
143 Ce 293.266 N 278 Lc=1.645*sqrt(g E,0 +n/2m)) N Peak area < Lo 0.1452
144 Ce 133.515 N 335 Lc=1.646*sqrt(g E,(I+n/2m)) N Peak area < Lc 0.1290
147 Nd 91.1 y 305 Lc=1.645*sqrt(IJ B(I+n/2m)) y The energy agreed. 0.0622
147 Nd 531.016 N 199 Lc=1.645*sqrt(/l B(I+n/2m)) N Peak area < Lc 0.1714
155 Eu 86.545 y 409 Lc=1.645*sqrt(/J B(l+n/2m)) y Other peaks of same nuclide exist 0.0628
155 Eu 105.305 y 364 Lc=1.645*sqrt(,U B(I +n/2m)) y h:r , -of same nuclide exist 0.0741
155 Eu :001 Y 163 Lc=1.645*sqrt(/l B(I�n/2m)) y loth kr of same nuclide exist 0.1D48
166 Eu I .67 y 132 Lc=1.645*sqrt(,U E3(1+n/2m)) y Other peaks of same nuclide exist 0.3478

Activation Energy/!es Detected YourLc Definition of your Lc Nuclide What was the decision MDA(Bq)
Produc (Y/N) per peak ofyourLc present(Y/N) based on ? (per nuclide)

51 Cr 320.0834 N 258 Lc=1.645*sqrt(M BO +n/2m)) N Peak area < Lo 0.1847
54 Mn 834.848 N 121 Lc=1.645*sqrt(g B(I+n/2m)) N Peak area < Lo 0.0152
57 Co 122.06065 y 327 Lc=1.645*sqrt(y B(I +n/2m)) N The energy is from 152Eu. 0.0159
58 Co 810.7593 N 133 Lc=1.645*sqrt(g,,(l �n/2m)) N Peak area < Lo 0.0170
60 Co 1332.508 N 155 Lc=1.645*sqrt(/J B(I+n/2m)) N Peak area < Lo 0.0257
65 Zn 1 1115.5391 N 1 124 iLc=1.645*sqrt(,u E,(I�n/2m)) I N Peak area < Lo 0.088 Y 1 183 =1 -645*sqrt(jI i(I+n -- ieak area < Lo 0 0164

5:4026341 N I I11-c / m))
122 Sb N 1:9 Lc=1.645*sqrt(,UB(I+n/2m)) I N Peak area < Lo 0-0545
124 Sb 1 602.72751 N 1 173 JLc=1.645*sqrt(/j 5(1+n/2m)) I N JPeak area < Lo 0.0183

Measurement time: 7 days.
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4. Scientific Applications of CTBT Verification Technologies

4. 1 Potential Civil and Scientific Applications

The global average surface temperature has increased since 1861. Over the 20th century the

increase has been 06 ± 02 'C. Tliese figures arenot from theoretical stimation but from real

facts in instrumental records since 1861 as given in Fig. 41.24) Most of te warming occurred

during the 20th century, twice from 1910 to 1945 and from 1976 to 2000, as seen in Fig. 41.

Globally, it is very likely that the 1990s was the warmest decade and 1998 the warmest year.

The changes in surface temperature occur as a result of both iternal variability within the

natural climate system, such as explosive volcanic activity, and external factors due to human

activities. The external influence on climate can arise from emissions of greenhouse gases like

carbon dioxide C2), methane H4), nitrous oxide (N20), etc. generated during the

industrial era, as given in Fig. 42.

Variations of the E artWs surface temperature for:

(a) thepast 140 years
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Fig. 41 Variations of the Earth's surface temperature over the last 40

years and the last millennium.24)
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provide the context for the influorice of anthropogenic emissions.

Global atmospheric concentrations of tree well mixed greenhouse gases

are given in this figure-24)

In addition to the study for the increase of global surface temperature mentioned above, the

applications of the IMS technologies can provide significant benefits for the States and the

international scientific community, which greatly depend on long-term monitoring systems.

Potential civil and scientific applications of the IMS verification technologies can be provided

to the fields, including earth quake monitoring, tsunami prediction, monitoring of underwater

volcanoes and ocean process, meteorology relevant bmat cange and nuclear accidents.

The 170 IMS seismic stations could play an important role in earthquake monitoring by

improving the timeliness of reports, better directing of emergency relief services, improved

aftershock monitoring and enhanced research of the Earth's structure. The potential benefits

of infrasound technology can be applied to aviation safety. All of these potential civil and

scientific applications of IMS technologies depend on long-term availability of reliable data

from the IMS stations.

Here we show two examples of the applications of IMS seismic technology.25) It was the very

destructive earthquake that took place near lzmit, Turkey, in August 1999. The IDC had
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estimated the locations and magnitudes of several aftershocks that followed the main shock of

the earthquake. The atershock onitoring map is shown in Fig. 43. Another example is the

recent earthquake occurred in Jnuary 2002 around Goina in the Democratic Republic of the

Congo. The IDG conducted special analyses for the 19 earthquakes in the Congo case and

found that these earthquakes were probably associated with volcanic activity observed during

the same time period (see Fig. 44). For.studies of the earthquake process, igh quality data of

seismic waves signals is required to investigate the distribution of stresses, the geometry and

orientation of the casual fault, and the structure and properties of te interior of the earth.

The IMS seismic stations can provide tousands of seismic wave signals per day for the

scientific researches.

0 W

a

-4,

Fig. 43 Earthquake aftershock monitoring map, lzmit (Turkey), August 1999.25)

4.2 Radionuclide Technology for Environmental Sciences

The network of 80 radionuclide stations collects and analyzes particulate and gaseous

material in the air to pick up possible radioactive traces resulting from nuclear test explosions

as already described in this report. Meteorological monitoring is also conducted at every

station. The following scientific applications of the IMS radionuclide technology can be

proposed:26)

Research on worldwide background radioactivity levels;

Large sample archive for historical studies of pollutants and micro-organisms;

Meteorological sensors at stations which can contribute to weather forecasting;

Meteorological studies of the dispersion of airborne pollutants and global air mass

movements

- Studies of atmospheric tracer using natural and anthropogenic radionuclides;
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WX

Fig. 44 Eartliquake aftershock monitoring map,

Coma (Democratic Republic of the Congo), January 2002.25)

Critical iformation on nuclear accidents, including mapping dispersion of radioactive

material.

We must continue to develop the IMS technologies and apply them to progress in the

potential civil and scientific researches. Applications of the IMS radionuclide technologies

both to the ozone problem by 7Be measurements and the Cernobyl accident by 137CS

measurements are depicted here.

4.2.1 Use of 7Be Measurements as a Tracer of Stratospheric Ozone

More than twenty cosmogenic radionuclides have been identified. Because of their

concentrations, however, only four of the cosmogenic radionuclides such a 3H, 7Be, 14C and

22Na may he considered as far as human exposure is concerned. Atmospheric cosmogenic

radionuclides can be observed in te IMS stations. Berylhum-7 with half-life of 53 days is a

product of nuclear interaction between cosmic rays and te atmospheric constituents of

oxygen and nitrogen. The 7Be nuchde is only observed in te IMS stations, because others are

P-decay nuclides withouty-ray emission (314 and 14C) or very low concentration (22Na).27)

One example of the scientific applications of the IMS radionuclide technology to

environmental sciences is the use of 7Be measurements from IMS radionuc ide stations as a

tracer of stratospheric ozone.28) The production of 7Be in the atmosphere is latitude dependent.

That is, the higher the latitude gets, the higher te production volumes become. The

measured concentrations of 7Be also depend on the site of the IMS stations due to the

contribution of various mechanisms, like. atmospheric situation. Figure 45 shows the 7Be
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concentration at Melbourne station (RN04), Australia, from July 2000 to January 200 (6

months).27 A trend of the concentration can be observed in the figure. However, in order to

determine the trend, an observation over an extended time period will be required. The 7Be

concentrations measured at the Melbourne station from July 31, 2001 to December 1, 2002

(17 months) are plotted here and shown in Fig. 46. This figure was visualized using the IMS

data from IDC through web software, which is developed by the R & D Group for

Non-Proliferation Technology for the exclusive use of JAERI personnel so far. The observed

713e concentrations are not constant during the period and may show a possible seasonal or

cosmogenic trend. It needs much longer observation and much more data aalyses to draw a

reliable conclusion for the trend. On the other hand, the usefulness of 713e as a tracer of

stratospheric ozone has been demonstrated by B. L. Tracy.29) Correlation of the ozone

concentration with the 713e concentration between ozone stations has been studied at ozone

monitoring network in the Lower Fraser Valley in Canada. A result is given in Fig. 47. From

this figure, the ozone concentrations may depend on the features of 713e concentration. When

the ozone layer is destroyed by some effects, the concentrations of 713e can increase by

interaction between stronger cosmic radiation and atmospheric gases. This interpretation of

the relationship given in Fig. 47 is understandable, and the monitoring of 713e as a tracer may

be useful for observation of stratospheric ozone.

12 -
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Fig.4.5 Concentrationof7BeatMelbourne(RN04),Australia.27)
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4.2.2 Use of 137CS Measurements for Survey of Chernobyl Accident

Second example is atmospheric 137CS measurements to confirm Chernobyl as a source of 137CS

in Europe.29 Two atmospheric monitoring stations in Sweden and Finland, which are not IMS

stations, have measured 137Cs routinely. A link between Chernobyl and 37CS measurements

was established using atmospheric modeling software. The results of the 137CS measurements

in the Sweden IMS station (RN63) can be compared with those of in Argentina (RN01) by the

web software that we have developed, and the recent observation of the 137CS concentrations

are shown in Fig. 48. The 137CS concentrations in Sweden are apparently higher than those in

Argentina, as seen in Fig. 48. It turns out that the Chernobyl accident has still an impact on

the environmental background activities of 137CS in Europe because of the half-life of 137CS

(30.17 y).
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Fig. 48 Comparison of the 137CS measurements in the Sweden IMS station (RN63)

with those in Argentina (RNOD.
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We will further pursue the analyses of the IMS data from IDC together with the IMS

technological development for application of the CTBT-related technologies to environmental

sciences.
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5. Conducling Remarks

The CTBT is of vital importance, not oly to Japan but also to the world, for the reason that it

prohibits and prevents any nuclear weapon test explosion or any other nuclear explosion
anywhere in the world. Under the CTBT Protocol, Japan is responsible for the CTBT
activities, and in that context JAERI is expected to play a pivotal role as a supporter for the
Japanese Government.

Since the establishment of the R & D group in JAERI in 2000, the group has engaged in
several activities: preparation and development of both hardware and software at the JAERI
NDC, construction and operation of the IMS stations at Takasaki and Okinawa, development
of the certified laboratory as well as preparation of its measurement equipment, etc. In
particular, the following achievements should be taken note of.

In regard to the work of the JAERI NDC, the group presently continues to promote
development of software for radionuclide data analysis as well as to build a database system
for effective management of IMS data and IDC products. Particularly, for the application of
nuclear nonproliferation technology, the backtracking tests to presume the source location of
radionuclide release was conducted by applying an atmospheric dispersion model of the
WSPEEDI, and the evaluation of the IMS was also conducted, and then the seasonal change
in the distribution of detection probability of any nuclear experiments was made clear on a
global scale. Furthermore, a prototype database that manages data sent from the IDC has
been completed, making it possible to automatically record and manage the MS data.

As for the development plans for the monitoring stations, construction works have begun in
Takasaki and it is expected that the work including the installation of the RASA will complete
within fiscal year 2002 to start its operation from the year onward. The station-specific
operational manual for the station is currently in preparation. On the other hand, the
station at Okinawa is currently under preparation in prospect of starting the construction
work in fiscal year 2003.

Moreover, the group is currently engaged in the development of a laboratory needed for
certification as well as participating in the international intercomparison test activities
related to certification of the certified laboratory JAERI Tokai Laboratory). Through
participation in the internationally-organized ntercomparison tests in 2001 and 2002,

impressive results have been achieved by fully meeting the qualifying standards, in regard to

nuclide identification, quantification of activity, and evaluation of zero-time to estimate the
time of nuclear fission based on a time -varying characteristic of the95Nb/95Zr ratio.
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Although the primary purpose of the CTBT verification regime is to verify the compliance

with the Treaty, the technologies, data, products and samples obtained through the CTBT

activities can be provided also for the benefits of the signatory nations, since they have a great

potential to contribute to useful civil and scientific applications. Two examples of potential

civil and scientific applications of the reaty verification technologies were given in this text.

Utilization of both 713e measurements as a tracer of stratospheric ozone and 137CS

measurements for the survey of the Chernobyl Accident are significant in terms of a global

approach to environmental problems. Such ideas of civil and scientific applications are still

unlimited and it is necessary to further develop the Treaty verification technologies so as to

apply them not only to the signatory nations but also to the international community as a

whole.

Since the establishment of the group, it has attached a high priority to conduct researches

and development to support the CTBT verification regime. In the wake of the international

community's struggle over the unprecedented tragic terrorist attacks in the U.S. in 2001, and

in the midst of the international collaboration in the ongoing campaign against terrorism, it is

the group's sincere hope that the efforts made by the group contribute to international peace

and security, nonproliferation of weapons of mass destruction, andthus, sustainable

development and human welfare in the world. The group strongly believes that it will be

able to play a significant role in that respect and continue to make progress in its work in the

future.
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